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Morphing wing technology gives aircraft the ability to fly various missions in
one flight. Morphing technology changes the wing shape to act as the controls of
the aircraft. AFIT, AFRL, and USU Aero Lab collaborated to design and test the
variable camber compliant wing (VCCW). VCCW has a non-stretch, continuous skin
that slides during shape changes and has the ability to eliminate ailerons and flaps.
Flight testing demonstrates the capabilities of the VCCW in roll and yaw controls.
The wing has four modes to change the deflection of the trailing edge symmetrically
and/or anti-symmetrically. Flight testing provides data collections on how well the
VCCW controls work. The data is also incorporated in the simulation refinement.
USU Aero Lab developed a simulation that uses MachUp software to simulate the
VCCW in flight. This research focuses on making the simulation performance as close
to the actual flight test data. The flight test data has to be filtered and converted to
be compatible with the simulation. Once compatible, tuning the simulation involves
analyzing control bias and testing thrust models.
This thesis provides a simulation that performs closer to actual flight test data.
Simulations help improve situational awareness of the aircraft and decreases human
error operation. This research provides a tool to reduce time and cost for flight testing
for future wing development.
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leading and trailing edge. a) no deformations b) 6%
camber deformed c) twisted d) rear view of (b) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
10 There were flight complications from the wing surface.
Wing comparison before and after take off (a) before
with no expansion (b) after take off with ballooning effect . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
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three motions: (a) spiral, (b) roll, and (c) dutch roll.
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Roll reaches stability over time. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
14 The diagram shows the flow of the wing controller. The
wing controller involves the receiver, autopilot,
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the control law. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
15 Bi-filar pendulums were used to measure the MOI for
complex bodies. The test suspended the object and
measured the time the object takes to perform one period. . . . . . . . . . . . 32
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rotation of aircraft. (a) shows the raw recording. In
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the period, the data is trimmed in (b). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
17 USU Aero Lab created a model to describe the wing’s
performance. The model shows the drag and power of
aircraft at different air speeds. The minimum drag
occurs at 45-48 mph cruise speed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
18 The figure shows USU Aero Lab’s model to predict the
load factor on the wing. The model is described at five
different angle of attacks at various air speeds. The
deflection angle changes according to the angle of
attack. The suggested test points for the 2019 wind test
are defined along the load factor line of 3.0, in black dots. . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
19 USU Aero Lab created test points to determine the
amount of load the VCCW could withstand. The test
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20 The simulation initializes the aircraft then enters a loop
that computes the flight states. The simulation provides
a visual of the aircraft with real-time inputs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
21 The simulation has graphics to give the user awareness
of the aircraft’s orientation. a) shows the user in the
cockpit and b) shows the user a backside view of the
aircraft. All of the flight states are shown along the left
and right side of the screen with the corresponding time
step and flight time at the bottom of the screen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54
22 The plot displays all of the flight states. The figure
shows
[u, v, w, p, q, r, φ, θ, ψ, p˙, r˙, δe, δr, lo, lm, li, ro, rm, ri].
This was a nomial flight of four seconds to use all
control inputs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
23 The plot displays the comparison between the actual
flight data and the calculated simulation data. The
simulation flight is in blue and the actual flight data is
in orange. The data is a nine second snippet of a flight.
The simulation data stops around five seconds because
the aircraft’s altitude was zero. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
24 Bi-filar pendulum testing configurations shown in (a)
roll, (b) pitch, and (c) yaw. The aircraft could not be
suspended directly through the CG as holes could not
be made in the aircraft. The difference between the
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at the CG. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
25 Testing on the VCCW occurred after all the flight test
were completed. The aircraft is in the roll configuration
and suspended by the fuselage to prevent damage to the
wing. One of the Vicon cameras is shown in the top
right corner. The 15◦ rotation marker is shown below
the aircraft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
26 Base wing during take off. The base wing has all of the
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wing or VCCW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
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27 The VCCW shows anti-symmetric trailing edge
deflection. The right ribs are deflecting the edge down.
The deflection changes cause the wind to blow over the
wing creating lift on the wing to control the aircraft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
28 The plot shows the RC input for aileron and rudder and
the attitude for roll and yaw. The aileron and roll plots
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attitude ranges from about -50 to 10◦. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
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attitude ranges from about -52 to 18◦. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
30 The plot shows zoomed version of Figure 29. There is
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right aileron turns. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74
31 The relationship between PWM and degree
measurements are linear. The elevator and rudder
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the corresponding degree value. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76
32 The figure shows flight path of the entire flight and each
segment. Take off and landing are the origin. The winds
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line, and Segment D is a sold magenta line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81
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35 Segment C data (blue = simulation, orange = actual
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that will be more closely correlated. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92
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Flight Characteristic Verification of the Variable Camber Compliant Wing
I. Introduction
1.1 Background
The research on morphing wings has many different directions. Wing morphing
started with the Wright Brothers. They developed a twisting wing to control the roll
maneuver [1]. Today, morphing wing research is developing on all different types of
aircraft (advanced fighters, transporters, helicopters, and unmanned aerial vehicles).
Morphing technology allows the wing to control the aircraft by replacing the use of
ailerons and rudders which results in optimizing the lift and drag characteristics for
various flight conditions [2]. There are many ideas of how to morph wings to best fit
the flight conditions. For example, Dr. Inman, Ph.D Mechanical Engineering, based
his research on how birds fly and their wing shapes [3][4]. Changes in wing geometry
create different aircraft controls. As another example, extending the leading and
trailing edge allows for control along the wing surface [3][5].
Air Force Research Lab (AFRL) started morphing wing research in 2013. They
began conjoint work with Utah State University (USU) Aero Lab in 2016 and the
Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) in 2018. The combined efforts resulted
in research of a morphing wing on a unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) that moves
the leading and trailing edge simultaneously, known as a variable camber compliant
wing (VCCW). Their work involved designing and building the wing, developing the
morphing shape for flight, and executing flight test.
There were different roles in developing the VCCW. AFRL designed and built
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the VCCW. USU Aero Lab developed the calculations for wing deflection. The wing
deflection provides roll and yaw surface control of the aircraft. AFIT performed
system integration and provided the test team to execute fight test for the VCCW.
1.2 Problem Statement
The VCCW is new technology that is not validated on a working prototype.
There are few tools to verify if the flight will be successful. Is the VCCW capable
of equilibrium flight involving various maneuvers without sustaining damage? Is it
possible to refine a flight simulation that aligns with the actual flight test data?
Verifying the VCCW capabilities and improving the simulation would make future
research more efficient for the Department of Defense (DoD) by reducing the cost and
time consumption of flight testing.
1.3 Research Objectives
The purpose of this research is to verify the VCCW’s performance through flight
test and simulation. Flight testing will demonstrate the roll and yaw surface control
of the VCCW. All of the flights need to have stable control of the aircraft without
any damage to the wing. Flight testing will also provide data collections of flight
states to refine the VCCW simulation. The data collection will show the correlation
between the actual flight data and simulation performance. The simulation will serve
as a tool to predict flight outcomes in various environments.
The VCCW provides aircraft control that eliminates the need for ailerons and
flaps. This research will provide the DoD with a tool to further develop the VCCW.
The DoD wants to develop a morphing winged system that is more efficient than a
standard wing. In this research, the VCCW uses a programmed controller to morph
the wing.
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Human error, when working with autonomous technology, has been found to be
the result of poor situational awareness [6]. Situational awareness has three levels:
perception of current status, comprehension of current status and projection of future
status. A solution to improve situational awareness in the projection of future status
is simulation use [6]. This research will focus on refining a simulation to improve
situational awareness for the VCCW user. The simulation will provide more time for
the user to understand the capabilities of the system and how to best operate the
aircraft.
Objectives:
• Verify capabilities of the VCCW prototype
– Develop test points to demonstrate flight capabilities
– Execute flight test for VCCW prototype
– Record flight test data
– Analyze flight test data
• Measure moment of inertia (MOI) for VCCW
– Perform bi-filar pendulum test
– Analyze data
– Verify measuring method
• Refine simulation that shows close alignment to flight test data
– Convert flight test data to be compatible with the simulation
– Tune flight parameters to improve simulation performance
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1.4 Scope
This research has three parts: MOI measurement, flight testing, and simulation
refinement. The MOI will be measured using the bi-filar pendulum test. The mea-
surement is essential to understanding the flight states of the VCCW.
The second part of this thesis will demonstrate the capabilities of the VCCW
through flight testing. The flight test focus on executing and recording the results of
each flight. The flight test objective is to demonstrate viable control of the aircraft
during flight.
The third part of this work attempts to create a python simulation, built upon
USU Aero lab MachUp [7][8], that closely replicates the aircraft’s physical states
obtained from original flight data. The simulation will use the flight test data as
input values and will have the same physical parameters as the aircraft flown during
flight testing. The simulation will help future flight tests and studies of the VCCW.
The research will help verify the VCCW design.
1.5 Limitations and Assumptions
There were some limitations and assumptions throughout this research. All flight
test data collection came from the Pixhawk autopilot. The Pixhawk recorded the
data at different time stamps. The time and data had to be interpolated to best fit
the frequency of recorded data set.
The Pixhawk did not completely capture all of the flight data. There are assump-
tions of the aircraft’s velocity on the ground versus airspeed. The pitot tube was
the only tool to calculate the airspeed of the aircraft. It is noted that the pitot tube
captures only the longitudinal component of the airspeed.
This research assumed the wind speed estimates from the autopilot were correct.
These estimates are developed by the autopilot from comparisons between ground
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speed (from GPS) and measured airspeed (from the pitot tube). The quality of the
data was questionable in comparison to online weather sources.
1.6 Contribution
This thesis work contributes to various parts of the AFRL funded project. The
thesis will provide verification and characterization for the VCCW. This research
contributes the following areas:
1. Measure and estimate the aircraft’s moment of inertia
2. Lead flight testing on the prototype aircraft as one of the test directors
3. Refine a simulation to predict flight behaviors of real system
4. Verify the VCCW model.
1.7 Thesis Overview
This thesis contains five chapters (including Chapter I). Chapter II is the back-
ground of morphing wings. It reviews previous research on standard airplanes and
on UAVs. Chapter III provides the methodology of the thesis. Chapter IV presents
the analysis of the research. Chapter V summarizes this thesis and future work op-
portunities.
Chapter II provides background on morphing wing technology. The chapter
gives a brief overview of UAVs then breaks down morphing wing technology. There
are three different categories of morphing wings: planform alteration (span, chord
and sweep morphing) [2][9][10][11][12][13], airfoil adjustment (thickness and camber)
[2][14][15][16][17], and out-of-plane transformation (twist, span-wise bending and gull)
[2][9][18][19][20][21][22][23][24]. Chapter II discusses morphing wings advantages over
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conventional controls (aileron, elevator, and rudder). Finally, the chapter finishes
with camber variation development to include the most recent research from AFRL.
AFRL created the VCCW which is the precedent work of this thesis.
Chapter III focuses on the process for the research. In order to understand flight
states, the chapter explains the aircraft dynamics and stability of flight. A vital
measurement to characterize the VCCW is the moment of inertia (MOI). The MOI
is measured using the bi-filar pendulum test [25]. The chapter then explains the
VCCW testing that includes a high speed static wind test and flight testing. The
high speed static wind test is a checkout test to confirm the wing can withstand loads
during flight. Flight testing will demonstrate the capabilities of the wing. Finally,
the chapter discusses the refinement of the VCCW simulation. The simulation uses
the flight data to closely match the simulation performance to flight tests.
Chapter IV discusses the results and analyzes the research data. The chapter
reviews the results from the bi-filar pendulum and flight testing. All of the flight test
data is analyzed to convert for future work. The chapter finishes with simulation
refinement. The simulation refinement includes data filtering, aircraft control bias,
and thrust models.
Finally, Chapter V is the research conclusion. The chapter explores the signifi-
cance of the research and future work suggestion. There are future work suggestions
for the bi-filar pendulum test, flight testing, and simulation refinement.
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II. Background and Literature Review
Chapter II provides background on unmanned aerial vehicles and morphing wing
technology. Morphing wing technology has three major types of morphing: plan-
form alteration (span, chord and sweep morphing) [2][9][10][11][12][13], airfoil ad-
justment (thickness and camber) [2][14][15][16][17], and out-of-plane transformation
(twist, span-wise bending and gull) [2][9][18][19][20][21][22][23][24]. All morphing
types provide advantages over conventional aircraft control. Because this research
work focuses on camber morphing, the chapter talks explores more camber variation
research. Finally, the chapter discusses the development of this research project: the
variable camber compliant wing (VCCW).
2.1 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are aerial vehicles that do not carry a human
operator. The vehicle has the ability to fly autonomously or through remote piloting
[5][26]. UAV technology allows for higher levels of risk without harming the human
operator. UAVs also have the mobility to travel around rough landscape and urban
areas [27]. There are five groups to classify UAVs. Classification depends on the
aircraft’s weight, operating altitude, and speed [5][26]. Specifically for this thesis, the
UAV is classified as group two.
2.1.1 Low Altitude Fliers
A low altitude flier has specific characteristics and abilities. Natural fliers such
as birds and UAVs are categorized as low altitude fliers [5][26]. Tailwind increases
side-slip three times greater in low altitude fliers [5][26]. Increased side-slip results in
more rudder actuation but a more efficient cambered actuation. Headwind initiates
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side-slip but low altitude fliers can easily correct for it using greater propulsion to
maintain forward flight. Headwinds do not induce a side-slip greater than 90◦ [5][26].
Low altitude fliers do not fly higher than 3500 AGL because of the high winds
and weather. However, the wind speeds below 3500 AGL can be the same or faster
than the fliers maximum velocity. Therefore, they experience a wind magnitude that
is greater than their velocity [5].
2.2 Morphing Wing Technology
Morphing wing technology gives an aircraft wing or structure the ability to change
size and shape during flight [2][22][28]. The wing or structure transformation allows
the aircraft to change its standard performance. The performance includes the flight
time, weight, and maneuverability [2][22][28]. Each technique manipulates specific
characteristics according to the mission and flying environment.
Morphing wing technology is still evolving. There is on-going research to optimize
and understand the performance of each design. Because the morphing wing is still
evolving, there is not a clear definition of “shape morphing.” [2] Shape morphing
involves geometric change but researchers have not determined the magnitude of
geometric change to qualify as shape morphing [2].
2.2.1 Advantages of a Morphing Wing
Morphing wings provide many capabilities that a conventional wing cannot. Wings
change their shape to control roll and yaw through geometry changes or twisting of
the wing [2][22][28]. The ability to morph the wing allows the aircraft to operate
in various flight conditions. Morphing wings can also perform multiple missions in
one flight such as long range flight and high-speed dash [22][23]. A morphing wing
can operate in some ways like how a bird changes wing shape to change its flight
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parameters [3][22].
Morphing wings can control the distribution of pressure along the wing [29][30][31].
Depending on the flight conditions and maneuvers, the aircraft experiences various
loads. A standard wing design focuses on the ability to withstand structural loads
from all of the aircraft’s flight capabilities. Morphing wing geometry can improve the
lift distribution which decreases the load on the wing [29][30][31]. Current designs
minimize drag at cruise lift conditions to withstand maneuvers of at least 2.5 g’s as
federal regulation requirements [30]. Morphing technology gives the aircraft different
lift distributions during flight maneuvers other than just cruise flight conditions.
Changing the lift distribution allows for lateral control [29][30][32]. Lateral move-
ments are controlled by roll and yaw inputs. The standard wing uses ailerons to
control rolling maneuvers in flight. However, ailerons cause adverse yaw. Adverse
yaw is a force that causes the aircraft to yaw in the opposite direction that the pilot
desires to roll and comes from increasing lift on one wing and decreasing drag on the
other [32]. Because of the aileron effects of adverse yaw, the aircraft must compensate
with vertical stabilizers and rudders [29][30]. Morphing wings can eliminate adverse
yaw and remove the need for ailerons, vertical stabilizers and rudders [30][31].
Geometry changes allow for different control of the aircraft. Extending the leading
and trailing edge allows the wing to control wing surfaces along the camber at each
segment of the wing [3]. Asymmetric wing extension allows the camber to produce
effective rolling and yawing moment and counteract disruption in the rolling and
yawing motion [5][33].
2.3 Morphing Wings Types
The Wright Brothers developed a twisting wing to control the roll of the aircraft.
Their aircraft twisted the wing tips in different directions [1][28]. When the right
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wing tip was twisted upward, the left wing tip was twisted downward. The wing
design rotated like a windmill and allowed the aircraft to control roll. The wing also
produced greater lift on one side of the aircraft than the other [1].
Since the years of the Wright Brothers, there have been many developments in
morphing wings: twist, sweep, span bending, bi-to monoplane, gull, chord, cam-
ber, pitch and folding, to name a few, all of which involve geometry changes of the
wing [2]. The type of morphing depends on the mission of the aircraft. Geom-
etry changes are classified into three categories: planform alteration (span, chord
and sweep morphing) [2][9][10][11][12][13], airfoil adjustment (thickness and camber)
[2][14][15][16][17], and out-of-plane transformation (twist, span-wise bending and gull)
[2][9][18][19][20][21][22][23][24]. Figure 1 [2] shows a timeline of the different morphing
technology.
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Figure 1: Wing morphing technology dates back to 1903. Different morphing types




Planform alteration includes span change, chord length change, and sweep angle
change [2][9][10][11] [12][13]. Span and sweep angle changes are mainly used for fixed
wings while chord length changes are used for rotary [9].
Span and sweep changes affect the wing’s aspect ratio, which is based off the wing
area. Changing the aspect ratio ultimately affects the lift-to-drag ratio [2][9][10].
If the aspect ratio increase, then there is more lift and less drag. Therefore, the
endurance and range of the aircraft increases. For example, the expandable morphing
wing was created in 2005 [12][13]. The wing had the ability to change its aspect ratio
from 4.7 to 8.5 in two seconds. The wing change resulted in decreasing drag by more
than 10% [12][13]. Figure 2 [12][13] shows the morphing design.
(a) (b)
Figure 2: The expandable wing changes its aspect ratio. (a) shows the wing in its
expanded state and (b) shows the wing in folded state. The aspect ratio changes from
4.7 to 8.5 in two seconds which decreases drag significantly.
Chord changes alter the leading and trailing edges [11][22]. Chord changes are
used to improve performance of the aircraft. The USSR designed the Bakshaev LIG-
7 (shown in Figure 1) in 1937 with the first chord changes [2][11]. The wing had six
chord-wise overlapping sections that was manually controlled from the cockpit. The
mechanism used tensioned steel wire to extend and retract the wing. The retractable
sections had an area change of 44% [2][11]. Figure 3 [11] shows the Bakshaev LIG-7
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design.
Figure 3: USSR designed the first aircraft with changing wing chords. The design used
six chord-wise overlapping sections that were manually controlled from the cockpit.
In today’s research, chord changes are mainly used in rotary because of the com-
plexity. Fixed wings have fuel tanks, multiple spars, and other components that
add complexity and aerodynamic loads. Rotary wings only have a single D-spar and
honeycomb filler [22].
2.3.2 Airfoil Adjustment
Adjusting the airfoil involves changing the camber and thickness [2][14][15][16][17].
Camber variation is more common than thickness changes. Camber variation is found
on fixed wing and rotary while thickness changes are mainly found in fixed wing.
The camber is the curvature or shape of the airfoil. Camber control involves
changing the airfoil shape by means of actuators [2][14]. Actuators change the shape
through the trailing and leading edge or changing the whole wing surface.
The first camber variation was the Parker Camber Variation Wing [15]. Changing
the airfoil increased the lift-to-drag ratio. Figure 4 [15] shows the rib blueprint of the
Parker Camber Variation wing.
The most common camber variation is the conventional control surface [2]. Con-
ventional control surface deflects the leading and trailing edge. However, the trailing
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Figure 4: The first camber variation wing was the Parker Camber Variation Wing.
The figure shows the ribs of the wing and where the deflection points change the
camber shape.
edge is more customarily deflected. The surface area that is deflected increases its
angle of attack and lift [2].
An example of thickness changing is Gano and Renaud’s work [16]. They changed
the airfoil thickness on a UAV called the variform wing. The variform wing had a
fuel tank inside the wing. Figure 5 [17] shows the variform wing design.
Figure 5: Gano and Renaud designed the variform wing. The wing has a tank fuel
embedded inside. As the fuel depletes, the airfoil decreases.
As the fuel depleted, the airfoil thickness would decrease. Therefore, decreasing
the airfoil thickness also decreases drag and increases endurance and range [17].
2.3.3 Out-of-Plane Transformation
Out-of-plane transformations involve twisting, dihedral/gull, and span-wise bend-
ing [18][19][20][21][22][23][24]. Transformations can involve all three parameters or
work individually.
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Twisting the wing is used to enhance control or performance of an aircraft. Dur-
ing the twisting, the angle of attack is modified and the lift-to-drag ratio increases
[18][19][20]. Twisting provides a more powerful roll control that allows for quick ma-
neuvers [18][19]. Rockwell International created the Active Flexible Wing program
[21][34]. The program focused on using wing flexibility to reduce load and prevent
aileron reversal. The wing allowed the aircraft to perform past the dynamic pressure
of aileron reversal [21][34]. Figure 6 [34] shows the schematic of the Active Flexible
Wing.
Figure 6: Rockwell International created the Active Flexible Wing that used wing
flexibility to twist the wing. The wing reduced load and prevent aileron reversal.
Dihedral/gull wings improve the performance and control of an aircraft [22][23].
Dihedral wings have the ability to control the span and replace control surfaces.
The transformations also improves the flight characteristics by decreasing drag and
increasing stall [22][23]. Overall, dihedral wings improve the agility of the aircraft.
For example, Lockheed-Martin created the Z-wing morphing design using folding
wing in additional to span and sweep changes [22][23]. The Z-wing has two missions.
One part of the mission is to perform long-range flight and do reconnaissances which
require endurance and range. The second part of the mission is to perform high speed
dash and attack [22][23]. Figure 7 [22] shows the Z-wing design.
Span-wise bending is used to improve the performance of an aircraft. Span-wise
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Figure 7: Lockheed-Martin developed Z-wing morphing. The aircraft has the ability
to fold its wings toward the center to change the aircraft from a long-range flight to
high speed dash and kill and back.
bending was inspired by the hyper elliptic cambered span (HECS) concept from NASA
researchers [22]. Bending is induced through actuators along the span-wise. An exam-
ple of span-wise bending is the pitching-rolling plate [24]. The pitching-rolling plate
uses span-wise and chordwise twisting to get the best performance of thrust produc-
tion while maintaining propulsive efficiency [24]. Figure 8 [24] shows the bending of
the pitching-rolling plates.
Figure 8: The pitching-rolling plates use span-wise and chordwise bending. The
bending increases thrust production while maintaining propulsive efficiency.
2.4 Camber Morphing Wings
As discussed earlier, camber morphing involves changing the camber shape by de-
flecting the leading or trailing edge. Camber morphing wings use different structures,
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skin and/or actuators [35]. The structure of the wing determines the type of actuators
used. There are actuators are each segment of the wing to perform deflection in that
area [35]. If the segment is too light, there will be structural dynamic issues. If the
segment is too heavy, the wing needs larger actuators [35].
An example of an actuator material is the micro fiber composite (MFC), a piezo-
ceramic composite actuator. MFC allows the structure of the aircraft to be flexible
and obtain a high actuation authority [36][37][38]. When pressure is applied to the
material, it generates a voltage which in turn changes the material shape [36][37][38].
It is a lightweight component that requires little power consumption due to its low
current drain but requires a high voltage input [36][37][38]. The combination of the
electrical and mechanical system allows the wing to change shape.
Because the camber changes, the skin needs to be flexible but have the ability
to withstand different loads [39]. There are different camber morphing wings that
have active or passive skin. Active morphing skin has the ability to change the airfoil
chord and camber by itself [39]. Passive skin is morphed by the wing structure and
actuators [39]. Active morphing skin is still in its preliminary stages of research so
most camber morphing wings use actuators.
2.4.1 Variable Wing Camber Development
Variable wing camber technology has been developing since the 1980s. In the
1980s, the U.S. Air Force added the Mission Adaptive Wing to the F-111A [32][40][41][42].
The wing design changed the camber by separating the leading and trailing edge. The
wing optimized cruise and maneuver conditions by providing variable camber, roll
control, and reducing loads [32][40][41]. In the 1990’s the Defense Advanced Research
Project Agency (DARPA) Smart Wing Project created a wing that had variable wing
twist along the trailing edge [32][40][41]. The Smart Wing had the ability to deflect
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±25 degrees. In most recent work, Flex Sys created the Mission Adaptive Compliant
Wing. The wing used a stretchable skin with a smooth, variable trailing edge to
improve high altitude endurance [32][40][41].
2.4.2 Variable Camber Compliant Wing
The Air Force Research Lab (AFRL) started their own work in variable wing
camber technology. AFRL started developing the variable camber compliant wing
(VCCW) in 2013. The wing’s purpose was to actively re-contour the airfoil to optimize
geometric shapes based off the flight states of altitude, airspeed and lift-to-drag ratio
[32][40][41]. The following sections will discuss the different wing designs and testing
procedures for the VCCW.
2.4.2.1 2015 Wing Design and Testing
The wing had a single, non-stretchable composite skin and a single actuation for
the leading and trailing edge deflection [32][40][41]. Because the wing had a seamless
skin (no gaps or holes), there was no separated flow or parasitic drag [32][40][41].
Seamless skin increased the range and endurance, allowed for surface control, and
reduced power and noise [32][40][41][42]. Control surface gaps and edges create flap
side edge noise which is a large contributor to the overall air frame noise. The seamless
skin decreased the additional noise by eliminating gaps and holes [32][40][41][42]. The
wing underwent testing to demonstrate its capabilities.
In 2015, AFRL tested the VCCW in AFRL’s Vertical Wing Tunnel at Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base [40][41]. The purpose of the test was to observe the protoype
during low speed conditions [40][41]. The objective of the test was to achieve 6%
camber change [40][41]. The test had uniform and nonuniform variation.
The prototype underwent two testing: benchtop and wind tunnel testing [40][41].
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The benchtop model tested the aerodynamic load of a one foot span version of the
wing [40][41]. The test refined the wing design for aerodynamic load, provided flow
visualization (at 50 knots), developed fabrication methods, and measured the wing
shape [40][41].
The vertical wind tunnel test used the full size wing model (six feet span by 2
feet chord) [40][41][43]. The wing was designed to change maximum section camber
[43]. Individual ribs in the wing structure controlled the section profile shape [43].
During testing, the section profile camber changed while the maximum camber loca-
tion remained constant by vertically deflecting the leading and trailing edges equal
distances respect to the spar [43]. The test showed the wing was capable of a nearly
6% maximum camber change and was able to withstand flow speeds up to 50 knots
[43]. Figure 9 [32] shows the prototype deflections.
Figure 9: AFRL’s VCCW changes its shape by actuating the leading and trailing
edge. a) no deformations b) 6% camber deformed c) twisted d) rear view of (b)
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2.4.2.2 2018 Wing Design and Test
Over the development years, AFRL collaborated with the Utah State University
(USU) Aero Lab and the Autonomous and Navigation Technology (ANT) Center
at Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT). The VCCW changed its structure,
actuation system, and skin. The wing had actuators at each of the six ribs to control
the inner, middle, and outer trailing edges [30][32]. The skin was a combination of
thin carbon fiber sheets covered by nylon [32]. The wing underwent flight testing to
demonstrate its capabilities.
AFRL designed and built the wing while USU Aero Lab developed the lift coeffi-
cient calculations to optimize geometry shaping. AFIT performed system integration
for controls and executed the flight testing.
The 2018 VCCW design underwent flight testing at Camp Atterbury, IN. How-
ever, the test revealed issues with the wing design and controller. The wing surface
expanded after take off around 20 m/s [32]. Wind speeds were high for that day
and the spandex skin created a ballooning effect [32]. Figure 10 [32] shows the wing




Figure 10: There were flight complications from the wing surface. Wing comparison
before and after take off (a) before with no expansion (b) after take off with ballooning
effect
In addition to the ballooning, the ground controller lost communication with the
wing and there was no signal to the wing actuators during flight [32]. Surface control
was lost due to the wing expansion and no actuator movement. Therefore, there was
zero aileron control of the aircraft, and rudder/elevator control was insufficient to
sustain flight.
These two issues helped improve the wing for the current design. AFRL developed
a new wing with a different skin. There were modifications to the the control code
and pre-flight procedures to prevent loss of control [32].
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2.5 Background Summary
Chapter II discussed the background of the UAVs and morphing wing. Morphing
wings are found on all different types of aircraft: advanced fighters, transporters,
helicopters, and UAVs. UAVs can fly dangerous flights and missions that are too
risky for human operators. Wing morphing improves the performance of an aircraft
and has the ability to fly multiple missions in one flight. Morphing wing technology
involves planform alternation, airfoil adjustment and out-of-plane transformation.
Because this research focuses on camber variation, the chapter closed with the
technology development of wing camber variation. The most recent AFRL morphing
wing work is the VCCW on a UAV. The wing deflects the trailing edge for surface
control (primary roll control). AFRL, USU Aero Lab, and AFIT worked on the wing
over the course of this thesis and contributed to camber variation work. The next
few chapters discuss the development of the VCCW research.
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III. Methodology
Methodology discusses technical background and various tests performed for this
thesis. This chapter begins by describing, in general, an aircraft’s flight dynamics
and stability. Then, the chapter provides an overview of the variable camber compli-
ant wing (VCCW). The chapter then discusses the bi-filar pendulum procedure that
measures the moment of inertia (MOI) for the base wing and VCCW. There are two
sections for wing testing, which demonstrate the capabilities of the wing: high speed
static wind testing and flight testing. The final section of the chapter introduces the
VCCW simulation tool.
3.1 Aircraft Dynamics
This thesis involves analysis of flight test data. Analysis requires the under-
standing of aircraft dynamics. From a high level explanation, aircraft dynamics are
described by their components and stability. Aircraft dynamic components describe
the movement of the vehicle and stability is necessary for a successful flight.
There are three axes in aircraft dynamics: roll (x), pitch (y), and yaw (z). Each
axis has its own forces, moments, and velocity components. The dynamics are de-
scribed by angular rates, velocity, forces, moments, and inertia. A simplistic explana-
tion is shown in Figure 11 and cataloged in Table 1. In general, there are intermediate
frames in an Euler angle sequence [44].
An aircraft is controlled by four inputs: throttle, ailerons, elevator, and rudder.
Throttle controls the thrust of the aircraft. Aileron, elevator, and rudder impart
moments aligned with the roll, pitch and yaw axes, respectively.
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Figure 11: Aircraft dynamics components are defined by forces, moments and velocity.
There are three axes that have their each dynamic component described in Table 1.
Table 1: Aircraft has forces, moments and velocity components in three axes
Roll Axis (xb) Pitch Axis (yb) Yaw Axis (zb)
Angular rates p q r
Velocity components u v w
Aerodynamic force components X Y Z
Aerodynamic moment components L M N
Moment of inertia about each axis Ix Iy Iz
Products of inertia Iyz Ixz Ixy
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3.1.1 Stability
According to [45], there are two conditions for an aircraft to have a successful flight:
1) achieve equilibrium flight and 2) have the capability to perform flight maneuvers
[45]. An equilibrium state is when an object returns to its trim condition over time
[45]. When an aircraft’s motion is disturbed from trim, the aircraft can become
unstable if not adequately configured. An aircraft must have the ability to fly at a
broad range of velocities and altitudes in a stable manner. A working control system
will provide the ability to perform flight maneuvers. The design and performance of
control systems is vital for flight [45].
Stability of an aircraft is defined around trim conditions. If an aircraft is stable
(at the trim condition), the resultant force and resultant moment about the center
of gravity is equal to zero [45]. Stability is described by static and dynamic stability.
Static stability is when an object’s initial tendency is to return to the equilibrium state
after a disturbance [45]. Dynamic stability is when an object dampens its disturbance
oscillation to restore moments and return to its equilibrium state [45]. An aircraft
must be statically stable in order to be dynamically stable [45].
Stability of an aircraft is described through longitudinal and lateral aircraft dy-
namics. Longitudinal aircraft dynamics are those in the plane defined by the x and
z axes, and include the thrust, drag, and lift force, and the moments in pitch [45].
Lateral aircraft dynamics are those in the plane defined by the x and y body axes,
and include the side force and the moments in roll and yaw [45].
3.1.1.1 Longitudinal Motion
When an aircraft is disturbed from longitudinal equilibrium, the flight condition is
described by two modes: phugoid and short period. Figure 12 [45] shows the aircraft
motion in the longitudinal modes.
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Figure 12: Phugoid and short period aircraft motion. Phugoid has a longer period and
therefore, takes longer to stabilize. Short period stabilizes within a shorter period.
The phugoid mode has a long period with a low frequency and is lightly damped.
The short period mode has a high frequency and is heavily damped resulting in a
shorter period. The aircraft takes longer to stabilize in presence of the phugoid mode
[45].
3.1.1.2 Lateral Motion
When an aircraft is disturbed from lateral stability, the aircraft is characterized
by three modes: roll, spiral, and dutch roll. Figure 13 [45] shows the aircraft’s motion
in the different lateral modes.
The spiral mode has a slowly convergent or divergent motion. An unstable spiral
slowly increases the aircraft bank angle, resulting in an increasing side-slip angle and
the aircraft’s path becomes a tighter spiral. The rolling mode is a highly convergent
motion. Because the rolling mode is usually highly damped, the aircraft will reach a
steady state. The Dutch roll mode has a low frequency resulting in a lightly damped
oscillatory motion and is a combination of roll, slide-slip and yaw all at once [45].





Figure 13: When aircraft become unstable, they are described in three motions: (a)
spiral, (b) roll, and (c) dutch roll. Over time, spiral and dutch roll become more
unstable. Roll reaches stability over time.
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trol, the aircraft will not fly successfully. For this thesis, the wing is a new design
to control flight maneuvers. Static and dynamic stability are necessary to test the
wing control. Once wing control is established, it is vital the controls are capable of
maintaining stability. Without stability, the aircraft could sustain damages, resulting
in loss time and future efforts on the project.
3.2 Variable Camber Compliant Wing Overview
The variable camber compliant wing (VCCW) is an original design from the Air
Force Research Lab (AFRL). The VCCW is described by three components: the
design, controller, and flight modes. The design describes the structure of the aircraft
and how it will be flown. The controller explains the different parts used to control the
wing deflection. The wing is capable of changing deflection in four different modes.
As a conjoined project, each group has their own roles. AFRL designs and builds the
wing. Utah State University (USU) Aero Lab develops the controller algorithms for
all flight modes. Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) integrates the controller
to the communicate with the ground station and wing.
3.2.1 Design
The fuselage is a big stick XL air frame that has the ability to interchange between
the base wing and VCCW. The VCCW has a single, non-stretch, seamless skin. The
wing is divided into the left and right side with three flexible ribs (inner, middle,
and outer) in each wing. In the wing, the base of the wing structure is a 3D printed
carbon fiber spar that are attached to the ribs. Each rib has individual actuators
that deflect the wing surface.
The VCCW has a unique design with a specific controller for the wing. The
aircraft uses a Pixhawk and Ardunio to communicate with the ground station and
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remote controller (RC). The Pixhawk is an autopilot hardware [46] that tracks aircraft
movement and parameters while in flight. The hardware senses and records flight data
from a three axis accelerator, three axis gyroscope, three axis magnetometer, a digital
airspeed sensor, a GPS unit, a barometer, and servo commands (throttle, aileron,
elevator, and rudder deflections) [46]. The Pixhawk also provides real-time data
streaming down to the ground station. While the Pixhawk is running, the Ardunio
calculates the wing deflection. The next section describes the Ardunio incorporation
with the wing.
3.2.2 Controller
The wing controller involves the RC input, sensor, receiver, Pixhawk, Ardunio,
and the servos. All of the components communicate to convert and calculate the wing
deflections.
The RC input goes directly to the receiver then to the Pixhawk. The RC input is
in pulse width modulation (PWM). The Pixhawk receives the RC input and simul-
taneously generates the aircraft states from the sensor. The Pixhawk then sends the
RC input and aircraft states to the Ardunio and recording log. The Ardunio takes





where CL is the lift coefficient, W is the weight of the aircraft, γ is the climb angle,
ρ is the air density, V is the airspeed, S is the wing area, and φ is the bank angle.
The lift coefficient is passed to the control law, developed by USU Aero Lab, to
calculate the deflection angle (in degrees) of each rib. The Ardunio calculates the
corresponding PWM value to move the deflecting angle in degrees. Then, the Ardunio
simultaneously sends the deflection (in PWM) to the servo and recording log. Finally,
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the servo deflects wing surface accordingly. Figure 14 shows a flow diagram of the
controller.
Figure 14: The diagram shows the flow of the wing controller. The wing controller
involves the receiver, autopilot, controller, and servo. The controller is capable of
computing the lift coefficient and deflection angle using the control law.
3.2.2.1 Control Law
USU Aero Lab derived equations from the lifting theory combined with numerical
optimization [47] to create control laws for the VCCW. The angle of deflection for each
rib is described by two types of equations: anti-symmetric and symmetric, for roll
control and flap levels, respectively. USU Aero Lab developed the roll and yaw control
using the equations. The roll and yaw control laws use six polynomial equations to
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calculate the deflection at that surface: anti-symmetrical inner, middle, and outer
and symmetrical inner, middle, and outer [47].
The roll control law is described in Appendix A in (22)-(24). The roll control
law needs the lift coefficient (CL) and RC aileron input (p¯). However, the equations
have bounds for all of the variables because at high levels, the solution can become
unrealistic. The lift coefficient is bounded from -1.2 to +1.2 while the RC aileron
input is bounded from -0.24 to +0.24.
The yaw control law is described in Appendix B in (25)-(27). The yaw control law
needs the lift coefficient (CL), RC aileron input (p¯), and yawing moment coefficient
(Cn). Just like the restrictions of the roll control law, the yaw control law bounds its
variables as well. The lift coefficient is bounded from 0 to +1.2, the RC aileron input
is bounded from -0.05 to +0.05, and the yaw control law is bounded from -0.005 to
+0.005.
3.2.3 Flight Modes
The wing design has four different modes. The surface control of the wing replaces
the ailerons and flaps. Mode 1 has full trailing edge deflection. The wing morphs
the trailing edge as one big aileron with flap capabilities and there is no variation
span wise. Mode 2 has anti-symmetric trailing edge deflection. The wing has flap
capabilities and spanwise variation. There is no symmetry deflection in this mode.
The roll capabilities are in Mode 3. Mode 3 has anti-symmetric and symmetric trailing
edge deflection. The wing takes in the RC input, roll attitude, airspeed, and climb
rate to calculate the optimal lift coefficient then morphs the wing appropriately. Mode
4 fixes the rudder at a neutral position and allows the wing to morph and impart
yaw control in addition to controlling roll and lift. The yaw control depends on Mode
3 because it has the ability for anti-symmetric and symmetric trailing edges. Since
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yaw control isn’t normally on the wing, the aircraft relies on the Mode 3 symmetric
distribution of lift.
3.3 Bi-filar Pendulum
Aircraft parameters and measurements are important to properly calculate flight
states. The aircraft parameters also help explain why the aircraft reacts a certain
way. Because this aircraft is one of a kind, the moment of inertia (MOI) is unknown.
MOI is needed to understand and calculate some of the flight states. A cost and
time efficient method to measure MOI is the bi-filar pendulum. This thesis used the
bi-filar pendulum to measure the MOI for the VCCW project.
The purpose of this test was to measure the MOI on an aircraft, about all three
axes. Testing involved suspending the aircraft then rotating and recording the time
the aircraft took for one oscillation period as shown in Figure 15 [48].
Figure 15: Bi-filar pendulums were used to measure the MOI for complex bodies.
The test suspended the object and measured the time the object takes to perform
one period.
3.3.1 Procedure
A bi-filar pendulum was composed of two parallel, stretchable filars that were
suspended at the same height. The aircraft was leveled and evenly mounted at the
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end of the filars. Once mounted, the aircraft was rotated clockwise to a constant
angle. Time was recorded while the aircraft was released from its rotated position.
The average time for one oscillation served as the time period. There are three trials
for each axes (roll, pitch, and yaw).
In order to calculate the MOI, the following measurements were needed:
• Mass (kg) - m
• Distance between filars (m) - d
• Length of filars (m) - l
• Time (s) - T










where g is gravity (m/s2).
3.3.2 Trial Test Improvements
There were two trial tests completed to improve the testing procedure. The tests
were completed on a Sig Rascal model and the base wing of the Big Stick XL air
frame. The trial tests helped to identify multiple sources of error in the methodology:
inaccurate hand timing and excessive drag. The trial test used hand timing methods,
which resulted in inaccurate recordings of period lengths. The aircraft’s rotation in
the bi-filar pendulum was initially set to 45◦. Because of the large rotation, there was
noticeable drag from the tail and landing gear as the vehicle swung back and forth.
Different procedures were developed to eliminate the known sources of error. The
aircraft rotation was decreased to 15◦ to limit the amount of drag from the tail and
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landing gear. Instead of hand timing the oscillation period, the Vicon chamber was
used to record the time.
The Vicon chamber recorded the oscillation period by tracking the motion of the
aircraft in all axes. The chamber used eight cameras to track the movement of markers
on an object for a 360◦ view. The cameras had tracking abilities in the translational
and rotational plane. For the bi-filar testing, the z rotation recorded the aircraft’s
period and showed exactly when the period began and ended. Figure 16 shows an
example of the collected data from the Vicon chamber. Figure 16(b) has trimmed
data to find the exact start and end of the period by finding the maximum peak of
the data. Vicon chamber measurements provided a more accurate timing method
than hand-timed data.
(a) (b)
Figure 16: Vicon recorded data of XY axes test of time vs z rotation of aircraft. (a)
shows the raw recording. In order to find the most accurate start and end time of
the period, the data is trimmed in (b).
The test and results of the bi-filar pendulum test are discussed in Section 4.1.
3.4 High Speed Static Wind Test
There was a high speed static wind test for the 2019 wing design. The test was
an alternative to using a wind tunnel. The wing was mounted in the back of a truck
without any obstruction. Wind testing involved driving the truck at various speeds
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to simulate the wing in flight. The wing underwent a series of tests to check the load
factor, drag, and power.
Utah State University (USU) Aero Lab derived the VCCW performance based
on the lifting theory and numerical optimization [47]. Figure 17 shows the drag and
power at different air speeds. Trends between the drag and power show the potential
cruise speed. USU Aero Lab predicted that the VCCW would have a cruise speed of
around 45-48 mph.
Figure 17: USU Aero Lab created a model to describe the wing’s performance. The
model shows the drag and power of aircraft at different air speeds. The minimum
drag occurs at 45-48 mph cruise speed.
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The wind test evaluated the load factor versus the airspeed with various angles of
attack and flap deflections. The calculated load factor is shown in Figure 18.
Figure 18: The figure shows USU Aero Lab’s model to predict the load factor on the
wing. The model is described at five different angle of attacks at various air speeds.
The deflection angle changes according to the angle of attack. The suggested test
points for the 2019 wind test are defined along the load factor line of 3.0, in black
dots.
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USU Aero Lab created a chart of the test points based off of Figure 18. The test
point chart included optional tests with load factors of 4. The test points are shown
in Figure 19.
Figure 19: USU Aero Lab created test points to determine the amount of load the
VCCW could withstand. The test points changed the angle of attack, deflection
angle, and airspeed.
Using the test points, the test showed what load factor the wing could endure.
The results are discussed in Section 4.2.
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3.5 Flight Test
After conducting the high speed static wind test, actual flight testing confirmed
the capabilities of the VCCW. The flight test team encompassed individuals from
AFIT, AFRL and USU Aero Lab. Flight testing required objectives to drive the
types of test points. The objectives demonstrated the capabilities of the aircraft and
provided flight data for analysis.
Prior to flight testing, the flight test team underwent a technical and safety review
board (TRB/SRB). The board discussed the test objectives, safety hazards, and
mishap responsibilities. The team described all of the hardware and software used
for the VCCW and the manufacturing parameters. Each component was analyzed
for mishap mitigation to ensure a successful flight testing. Based on the capabilities
of the wing, the team also determined a safety limit on flight conditions: altitude,
visual line of sight, and wind speed.
There were three major test hazards: loss of wing control authority due to mechan-
ical failure, controller failure, and servo failure. The review board required analysis
of the test hazards. The team analyzed each hazard’s cause, effect, minimizing proce-
dures, and corrective actions. After thorough evaluation and precaution measures, all
three hazards were considered catastrophic to the project but unlikely to occur dur-
ing the test. The precaution measures made the hazards unlikely to occur but losing
wing control could cause damage to personnel, buildings and/or the environment.
3.5.1 Flight Test Objectives
Each flight had an objective to demonstrate the capabilities of the aircraft. Flight
testing involved the base wing and the VCCW. The base wing provided checkout and
data collection on the aircraft to be applied to the VCCW.
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3.5.1.1 Base Wing: July 2019
The first flight testing was scheduled for the end of July 2019 for the base wing
only. Base wing testing provided a full run through of flight procedures and testing
in preparation for the VCCW. There were two objectives:
1. Controller checkout and verification
2. Control system identification
Objective 1
Objective 1 was to ensure the Arduino control was working properly. The controller
received the telemetry from the Pixhawk (autopilot) and the RC input from the
ground controller. Then, the controller calculated the outputs and recorded real time
data on an SD card. During this test, the controller was disconnected from the
actuators. There were success and evaluation criteria.
Success Criteria:
1. Desired data saved onto the autopilot SD card
2. Desired data saved onto the Ardunio SD card
3. Potential code or hardware failures identified
Evaluation Criteria:
1. Power loss, identified by creation of multiple logs on Ardunio.
2. Code failure, identified by lack of serial output on ground after flight.
The expected result was to have the Ardunio run as planned or have minor con-
troller errors. There were no expected vehicle operation issues.
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Objective 2
Objective 2 was to collect data to build an analytical model of the aircraft perfor-
mance. The data collection was required for control development of the VCCW.
There were four success criteria and the evaluation criteria was satisfactory if the
success criteria was met.
Success Criteria:
1. Desired data saved onto the autopilot SD card
2. Desired data saved onto the Ardunio SD card
3. Battery consumption noted to calculate maximum flight times
4. Data collected for each point on test matrix (minimum criteria is highest priority
points are collected)
The expected result was to collect sufficient data for analysis. The objectives were
met through different test points. The test cards had all of the test points to observe
the aircraft controls. Some of the test points were pulse inputs for roll, pitch and yaw
in both directions. There were turns with aileron or rudder control only as well as
coordinated turns. Table 2 shows the test card for the base wing flight test.
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Table 2: The table shows all the test points for the base wing flight testing. The same
maneuvers were performed with different rudder mixing, deflection level, and speed
to provide a vast data collection on the flight states.
Test Point Description Rudder Mix Deflection Level Speed
1 Roll Doublet Low Half Low
2 Roll Doublet Low Half Med
3 Roll Doublet Low Half High
4 Roll Doublet None Half Low
5 Roll Doublet None Half Med
6 Roll Doublet None Half High
7 Roll Doublet None Full Low
8 Roll Doublet None Full Med
9 Roll Doublet None Full High
10 Yaw Doublet None Half Low
11 Yaw Doublet None Half Med
12 Yaw Doublet None Half High
13 Yaw Doublet None Full Low
14 Yaw Doublet None Full Med
15 Yaw Doublet None Full High
16 Aileron Turn None ∼20 deg Low
17 Aileron Turn None ∼20 deg Med
18 Aileron Turn None ∼20 deg High
19 Rudder Turn None Half Low
20 Rudder Turn None Half Med
21 Rudder Turn None Half High
22 Coord. Turn Low ∼20 deg Low
23 Coord. Turn Low ∼20 deg Med
24 Coord. Turn Low ∼20 deg High
25 Pitch Doublet None Half Low
26 Pitch Doublet None Half Med
27 Pitch Doublet None Half High
28 Pitch Att. Hold None 15-20 deg climb Low
29 Pitch Att. Hold None 15-20 deg climb Med
30 Pitch Att. Hold None 15-20 deg climb High
31 Step Aileron opposing rudder None Half Low
32 Step Aileron opposing rudder None Half Med
33 Step Aileron opposing rudder None Half High
34 Step Aileron opposing rudder None Half Low
35 Step Aileron opposing rudder None Half Med
36 Step Aileron opposing rudder None Half High
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3.5.1.2 VCCW Modes 1-3: September 2019
The second flight test was the VCCW’s first flight. Flight testing focused on the
aircraft’s performance in Modes 1-3. Like the base wing, the VCCW had objectives
and criteria to meet to demonstrate the capabilities of the wing.
The VCCW had the ability to receive inputs from the remote controller and
environment to calculate the most efficient lift coefficient. The autonomous system
constantly calculated and updated the lift coefficient throughout the flight while mor-
phing the wing to the appropriate surface deflection.
VCCW’s first flight was scheduled for September 2019. Because the test was the
wing’s first flight, the aircraft had to be flown at Camp Atterbury, IN. The airfield
was in an isolated area to accommodate potential mishaps and limit safety concerns.
There were five objectives:
1. Mode 1 maiden flight
2. Mode 1 and 2 training and verification
3. Mode 3 maiden flight and tuning
4. Mode 3 training and verification
5. Mode 3 system ID
Objective 1
Objective 1 was to verify the VCCW design being controlled by the new controller
design. There was also data collections to analyze for controller development. Because
it was the maiden flight, the safety pilot trimmed the aircraft and performed a stall




1. Vehicle flown and recovered without damage
2. Ability to maintain positive control during benign flights demonstrated in Mode
1
3. Desired data saved onto the autopilot SD card
4. Desired data saved onto the Ardunio SD card
5. Video of wing recorded on cameras recovered
6. Video revealed any in flight abnormalities
Evaluation Criteria:
1. Safety pilot assessment of sufficient control authority (takeoff, fly, and recover)
2. Visual inspection and ground check for damage and abnormalities
3. Visual inspection of tail cameras for abnormalities
The expected results were to have the wing provide sufficient lift at cruise, Mode
1 had more sensitive controls, no structural failures, and the controller operated as
expected.
Objective 2
Objective 2 was to verify the functionality of Mode 1 and 2. The flight test allowed
for the safety pilot to have more flight time on Mode 1 and 2 to become more familiar
with the controls. There were five success criteria and five evaluation criteria.
Success Criteria:
1. Vehicle flown and recovered without damage
2. Ability to maintain positive control during benign flights demonstrated in Mode
1 and 2
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3. Refined estimate of max flight time
4. Desired data collection
5. Pilot has sufficient time in each mode
Evaluation Criteria:
1. Safety pilot assessment of sufficient control authority (takeoff, fly, and recover)
2. Visual inspection and ground check for damage and abnormalities
3. Visual inspection of tail cameras for abnormalities
4. Pilot self-assessment of aptitude in Mode 1 and 2
5. Tail video inspected for an wing abnormalities
The expected results were that the wing would provide sufficient lift at cruise
and would stall similar to the base wing and Mode 1. Mode 1 would have had more
sensitive controls and Mode 2 would have had sufficient amount of control authority.
There should have been no structural failures and the controller should have operated
as expected.
Objective 3
Objective 3 was to maiden Mode 3 and tune symmetric controller. The symmetric
parameters were the lift coefficient moving average integration time and the symmetric
control lift coefficient limit value. Takeoff and landing were to be accomplished in
Mode 1 or 2. There were five success criteria and five evaluation criteria.
Success Criteria:
1. Vehicle flown and recovered without damage
2. Ability to maintain positive control during benign flights demonstrated in Mode
3
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3. Refined estimate of max flight time
4. Desired data collection
5. Pilot has sufficient time in each mode
Evaluation Criteria:
1. Safety pilot assessment of sufficient control authority (takeoff, fly, and recover)
2. Visual inspection and ground check for damage and abnormalities
3. Visual inspection of tail cameras for abnormalities
4. Pilot self-assessment of aptitude in Mode 1 and 2
5. Tail video inspected for an wing abnormalities
The expected result was the lift coefficient limit decreased no more than 25%
during controller tuning. The wing should have provided sufficient cruise and stalled
similar to the base wing and Mode 1 stall. There should have been no structural
failures and the controller should have operate as expected.
Objective 4
Objective 4 was to become more familiar controlling with Mode 3. The test provided
verification of Mode 3’s functionality. The test focused more on maneuvers and the
capabilities of Mode 3 control. There were five success criteria and four evaluation
criteria.
Success Criteria:
1. Vehicle flown and recovered without damage
2. Ability to maintain positive control during benign flights demonstrated in Mode
1 and 2
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3. Refined estimate of max flight time in Mode 3
4. Desired data collection
5. Pilot has sufficient time in each mode
Evaluation Criteria:
1. Safety pilot assessment of sufficient control authority (takeoff, fly, and recover)
2. Visual inspection and ground check for damage and abnormalities
3. Visual inspection of tail cameras for abnormalities
4. Pilot self-assessment of aptitude in Mode 3
The expected result was that Mode 3 should have similar control authority to
Mode 2. The wing should have provided sufficient cruise and stalled similar to the
base wing, Mode 1, and Mode 2. There should have been no structural failures and
the controller should have operated as expected.
Objective 5
Objective 5 was to collect data to enable building an analytical model of the aircraft
performance. There were five success criteria and if the success criteria was met, the
evaluation criteria was satisfactory.
Success Criteria:
1. Desired data saved onto the autopilot SD card
2. Desired data saved onto the Ardunio SD card
3. Battery consumption noted to calculate max flight time
4. Data collection for each point on test matrix
5. Aircraft flying as expected based off previous objectives
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The test cards for the VCCW (refer to Table 2) were to same as the base wing. The
same test points were needed to complete flight analysis and compare the capability of
the VCCW. The flight test focused on getting training on Modes 1-3 to demonstrate
the wing’s capabilities as well as prepare for flights on Mode 4.
3.5.1.3 VCCW Mode 4: October 2019
The last flight test focused on the VCCW’s performance while in Mode 4. Testing
had new objectives and criteria to demonstrate the capabilities of the wing. The test
checked the performance on Mode 4 but relied on Mode 1 and 3 for safety controls.
Mode 4 flight testing was scheduled for October 2019. Because Mode 4 had new
technology, there was a possible higher risk for mishap. Therefore, the wing had to
be tested at Camp Atterbury, IN again. There were four objectives for this set of
flight testing:
1. Warm-up and checkout
2. Mode 4 maiden flight and tuning
3. Mode 4 training and verification
4. Mode 4 system ID
Objective 1
Objective 1 was to perform checkouts with the new configurations and provide the
safety pilot with sufficient flying time. The flight used all three modes to familiarize
the safety pilot before the next objective. There were four success criteria and five
evaluation criteria.
Success Criteria:
1. Vehicle flown and recovered without damage
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2. Ability to maintain positive control during benign flights demonstrated in Mode
1 and 3
3. Desired data collection
4. Pilot has sufficient time in each mode
Evaluation Criteria:
1. Safety pilot assessment of sufficient control authority (takeoff, fly, and recover)
2. Visual inspection and ground check for damage and abnormalities
3. Visual inspection of tail cameras for abnormalities
4. Pilot self-assessment of aptitude in Mode 1 and 3
5. Tail video inspected for an wing abnormalities
The expected result of the flight was that there were no noticeable changes from
the previous flight configuration. There should have been no structural failures and
the controller should have operated as expected. The safety pilot should have felt
comfortable moving to the next objective.
Objective 2
Objective 2 was to maiden the yaw controller (Mode 4). Mode 1 or 3 acted as the
safety modes. The pilot attempted coordinate, aileron only, and rudder only turns.
There were five success criteria and five evaluation criteria.
Success Criteria:
1. Wing controller tuned
2. Vehicle flown and recovered without damage
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3. Ability to maintain positive control during benign flights demonstrated in Mode
4
4. Desired data collection
5. Pilot has sufficient time in each mode
Evaluation Criteria:
1. Safety pilot assessment of sufficient control authority (takeoff, fly, and recover)
2. Visual inspection and ground check for damage and abnormalities
3. Visual inspection of tail cameras for abnormalities
4. Pilot self-assessment of aptitude in Mode 1 and 3
5. Tail video inspected for an wing abnormalities
The expected result was that the wing controller tuning was similar to the starting
tuning. The wing should have provided sufficient lift. There should have been no
structural failures and the controller operated as expected.
Objective 3
Objective 3 was to provide the safety pilot with more flying time in Mode 4. The
test verified Mode 4 functionality. There were five success criteria and four evaluation
criteria.
Success Criteria:
1. Vehicle flown and recovered without damage
2. Ability to maintain positive control during benign flights demonstrated in Mode
4
3. Refined estimate of max flight time in Mode 4
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4. Desired data collection
5. Pilot has sufficient time in each mode
Evaluation Criteria:
1. Safety pilot assessment of sufficient control authority (takeoff, fly, and recover)
2. Visual inspection and ground check for damage and abnormalities
3. Visual inspection of tail cameras for abnormalities
4. Pilot self-assessment of aptitude in Mode 3
The expected result was that Mode 4 should have sufficient but significantly less
roll authority than Mode 3 because of the higher allocation to controlling yaw. The
wing should have provided sufficient lift with no structural failures and the controller
operated as expected.
Objective 4
Objective 4 was to collect data to enable building an analytical model of the aircraft
performance. There were five success criteria and if the success criteria was met, the
evaluation criteria was satisfactory.
Success Criteria:
1. Desired data saved onto the autopilot SD card
2. Desired data saved onto the Ardunio SD card
3. Battery consumption noted to calculate max flight time
4. Data collection for each point on test matrix
5. Aircraft flying as expected based off previous objectives
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The expected result was that the vehicle flew as it did in previous objectives.
There should have been sufficient amount of time to collect data. The controller was
expected to operate for the full duration of flight and with no structural failures.
The test card for the flight test had all the same maneuvers as the previous test,
but with one addition. Crabbing was added to the test card to test yaw control.
Crabbing maneuver had the aircraft nose pointed toward the wind while the aircraft
flies along a desired flight path.
3.6 Variable Camber Compliant Wing Simulation
USU Aero Lab developed a python simulator to attempt to replicate the flight of
the VCCW. The simulator takes in real-time aircraft controls and states to compute
the corresponding flight states. The computation is an integrator function that uses
software called MachUp [7]. MachUp finds the aerodynamic characteristics based on
the wing parameters [7]. Then, the simulation provides visuals of the flight. There is
a real-time flight visual from the cockpit or rear view and a plot of the flight states
over the flight duration. This thesis develops improvement to the simulation to more
closely match the actual performance of the VCCW flight test data. The simulation
is configured to use input from the actual flight test data. The objective is to have
the simulation procedure a flight path similar to that actual flight test based on the
test input.
3.6.1 MachUp
MachUp is an open-source tool to find aerodynamic characteristics on finite wings
[7]. The tool is an algorithm based of Phillips and Snyder’s lifting line algorithm as
well as Prandtl’s lifting line theory [49][50]. MachUp is used to determine the proper
wing shape for a given amount of lift and minimal drag [7][8]. The simulation uses
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MachUp to evaluate and optimize the geometric shape of the wing to improve flight
performance.
Although MachUp is based on Prandtl’s lifting line theory, the algorithm can be
used on a sweep and dihedral systems [7]. MachUp is also based on Phillips and
Snyder’s lifting line algorithm, which is embedded in inviscid theory, but has the
ability to include viscous effects [7]. MachUp equates the 3D vortex theory to the 2D
section lift at the spanwise location to solve for the bound vortex strength at that
location [7]. The algorithm is an iterated non-linear systems of equations. The initial
solution is an approximation and Newton’s method is used to iterate the system until
it converges to the user specifications are met [7]. MachUp assumes the bound vortex
follows quarter chord of the wing. The tool has multiple features that make the tool
compatible for a wide range of wing designs and analysis: ability to model ground
effect, trim an aircraft in pitch, locate the aerodynamic center, and compute stability,
control, and damping derivatives [7].
The simulation uses MachUp to update the flight states. For each flight input,
the simulation computes the states in an integrator function. The integrator function
runs the data through a fourth order Runge-Kutta method. The Runge-Kutta embeds
MachUp. MachUp solves for three force (X,Y,Z ) and three moments (l,m,n) that are
applied to the derivative functions. Finally, the simulation stores the updated flight
states and loops back to compute the next set of inputs.
3.6.2 Original Simulation
USU Aero Lab’s simulation has two main parts: flight visual and data logs with
plots. The simulation receives real-time input then computes the corresponding flight
states. The flight visual updates the display to show the aircraft in flight with the
exact flight of the given input. When the flight is compete, the simulation creates a
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data log and plot of the flight states. Figure 20 shows a flowchart of the simulation
process.
Figure 20: The simulation initializes the aircraft then enters a loop that computes the
flight states. The simulation provides a visual of the aircraft with real-time inputs.
The simulation first needs to initialize the flight visual and the aircraft. The
simulator initializes the flight visual window, aircraft graphics, flight data overlay,
camera, and environment graphics. Then, the simulator initializes the aircraft of all
the parameters, forces, moments, and flight conditions. All of the aircraft values
can be changes to fit the measurements of aircraft. Once the simulation is done
initializing, it enters a loop to receive input, compute the system, and provide the
output through visuals.
The original simulation operates very similar to playing a video game. The simu-
lator receives real-time aircraft control inputs from a computer keyboard or external
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joystick. Control inputs include the throttle, aileron, elevator, and rudder. The sim-
ulation receives the aircraft input and finds the six deflection angles for the VCCW.
The deflection angles are calculated using a span function. All of the controls are up-
dated with the new deflection angles. The simulation then enters into the integrator.
The integrator uses a fourth order Runge-Kutta method to solve the system. MachUp
is embedded in the Runge-Kutta iteration to solve for the X, Y, and Z force and the
l, m, and n moments. Then, the integrator passes the system through derivative
functions to compute the flight states. The simulation logs all of the current flight
states, applies the update to the graphics, and updates the visual flight. The simu-
lation continues through the loop until the aircraft is at ground level (simulating a
crash) or the user quits the simulation. The flight visual shows the real-time flight
states of the aircraft from a cockpit or rear view. The software updates the display
textual annotations six times a second. Figure 21 shows a running simulation.
(a) (b)
Figure 21: The simulation has graphics to give the user awareness of the aircraft’s
orientation. a) shows the user in the cockpit and b) shows the user a backside view
of the aircraft. All of the flight states are shown along the left and right side of the
screen with the corresponding time step and flight time at the bottom of the screen.
At the conclusion of the flight, the simulation outputs plots of the recorded flight
data. The plot displays [u, v, w, p, q, r, φ, θ, ψ, p˙, r˙, δe, δr, lo, lm, li, ro, rm, ri]. [u, v, w]
are the airspeeds in ft/s, [p, q, r] are the angular velocities in rad/s, [φ, θ, ψ] are the
Euler angles of the aircraft, [p˙, r˙] are the angular accelerations in degrees, [δe, δr] are
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the elevator and rudder deflections, and [lo, lm, li, ro, rm, ri] are the VCCW angles
of deflection in degrees. Figure 22 shows an example of the plot after a nomial flight.
Figure 22: The plot displays all of the flight states. The figure shows
[u, v, w, p, q, r, φ, θ, ψ, p˙, r˙, δe, δr, lo, lm, li, ro, rm, ri]. This was a nomial flight of four
seconds to use all control inputs.
3.6.3 Research Simulation Refinement
This thesis builds on the original simulation. The purpose of the simulation refine-
ment is to closely recreate the actual flight of the VCCW in the simulator. Developing
and tuning of the simulation come from comparing the simulation flight results and
actual flight data. The simulation reflects the actual aircraft parameters used during
flight testing.
The simulation process changes the way it receives the flight input. The original
simulation receives real-time input from the user. For this research simulation, the
input needs to comes directly from the flight data. All of the initial aircraft states
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come directly from the flight data and the MOI will come from the bi-filar pendulum
results. The simulation code needs to be modified to store the flight data log, read the
first time stamp for initialization, and sequentially loop through the data to calculate
the simulation flight states. The original plot of flight data needs to be modified to
closely compare the flights. The plot will be modified to show the comparison between
the actual flight data and the simulation data in [u, v, w, p, q, r, φ, θ, ψ]. [u, v, w] are
the airspeeds in ft/s, [p, q, r] are the angular velocities in rad/s, and [φ, θ, ψ] are the
Euler angles of the aircraft. Figure 23 shows an example flight segment comparing
the actual flight data and the calculated simulation data.
Figure 23: The plot displays the comparison between the actual flight data and the
calculated simulation data. The simulation flight is in blue and the actual flight data
is in orange. The data is a nine second snippet of a flight. The simulation data stops
around five seconds because the aircraft’s altitude was zero.
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3.7 Methodology Summary
Chapter III discussed the methodology of this thesis. The chapter was broken into
six sections: aircraft dynamics, VCCW overview, bi-filar pendulum, high speed static
wind test, flight testing, and simulation refinement. Aircraft dynamics provided a high
level explanation of aerodynamic components and stability which is essential to know
before understand this thesis. The next section described the VCCW. The VCCW
overview explained the design, the controller, and the different flight modes. The
next three sections were testing procedures. The bi-filar pendulum test set up how
the MOI measurement was completed. The high speed static wind test examined the
capabilities of the prototype wing under various loads. Flight testing demonstrated
the capabilities of the VCCW. The chapter closed with simulation refinement. The
simulation will be tuned to closely match the actual flight data as a tool for future
VCCW development. This chapter set up the research work described in Chapter IV.
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IV. Results and Analysis
Chapter IV is an overview of all of the results from testing and analyzing the data.
There are results for the bi-filar pendulum test and flight tests. After reviewing the
results, the data is used in the simulator. Chapter IV then dives deep into tuning the
simulation to perform as close to the actual flight test as possible.
4.1 Bi-filar Pendulum
This section describes the bi-filar pendulum test and results. The test measures
the moment of inertia (MOI) of complex bodies. The bi-filar pendulum test was
completed on the base wing and variable camber compliant wing (VCCW). The results
shows the MOI measurement and standard deviations.
4.1.1 Bi-filar Pendulum Test
Bi-filar pendulum test section provides an overview of how the test was conducted.
Bi-filar pendulum testing measured the MOI for the aircraft. There were tests for
the different wings: base wing and VCCW. Each wing had three configurations (roll,
pitch, and yaw), of three filar lengths, and three replications of each filar length.
There were a total of 27 test completed on each wing. Each test measurement was
the MOI at the suspension point. The CG MOI was found using the parallel-axis
theorem (3).
The mass of the base wing aircraft was 15.25 kg and the VCCW was 16.95 kg.
The distance between the filars was 0.7620 (consistent distance throughout testing).
With each trial, the length of the filars changed. There were three different lengths
of filars. In order to get the most accurate data, the test was repeated three times at
each filar length (total of nine data collection for each axis) and averaged.
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The aircraft could not be mounted directly through the center of gravity (CG)
because the aircraft needed to be used in the future. Mounting the aircraft at the CG
required drilling holes into the fuselage and on-board hardware, decommissioning the
aircraft. However, the aircraft was part of a developing VCCW project. Therefore,
MOI measurements were from the suspension point. The parallel axis theorem (3)
calculated the MOI at the CG using the length difference between suspension point
and the CG desribed as:
ICG = Isuspension +md
2. (3)
In (3), d was the distance between the CG and the filar length, m was the mass
(kg) of the aircraft, ICG was the MOI (kg m
2) at the CG, and Isuspension was the
test measurement MOI (kg m2). Figure 24 shows the different configurations during
testing. Figure 24(b) and 24(c) show the filar suspended from the fuselage and then




Figure 24: Bi-filar pendulum testing configurations shown in (a) roll, (b) pitch, and
(c) yaw. The aircraft could not be suspended directly through the CG as holes could
not be made in the aircraft. The difference between the suspension point and CG
provided the calculated MOI at the CG.
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Figure 25 shows the VCCW in one configuration. The bottom of the VCCW is
For Official Use Only (FOUO). The majority of bi-filar pendulum testing pictures
display the bottom of the wing and therefore cannot be shown like Figure 24.
Figure 25: Testing on the VCCW occurred after all the flight test were completed.
The aircraft is in the roll configuration and suspended by the fuselage to prevent
damage to the wing. One of the Vicon cameras is shown in the top right corner. The
15◦ rotation marker is shown below the aircraft.
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4.1.2 Bi-filar Pendulum Results
This section will discuss the results of the bi-filar pendulum test on the base wing
and VCCW. There were notable difference between the results due to the structure
of the wings. Because the wings were complex bodies and had no previous MOI
measurement, a validation test on a known object was completed to compare the
results.
The base wing had MOIs of 2.077 kg m2, 1.9532 kg m2, and 3.2904 kg m2 in
the roll, pitch, and yaw configuration, respectively. The VCCW had MOIs of 4.6745
kg m2, 1.7489 kg m2, and 5.4744 kg m2 in the roll, pitch, and yaw configuration,
respectively. The standard deviations for all configurations were less than 0.14. The
roll and yaw MOI were higher while the pitch MOI was slightly lower in the the
VCCW.
The results for the base wing and VCCW are shown in Tables 3 and 4. In Table 3,
the pitch and yaw configurations only show two trials. The third trial demonstrated
large outliers and was eliminated. Removing the outliers improved the standard
deviation for the pitch and yaw configurations substantially, from 0.428 to 0.0152
and 0.5515 to 0.1369, respectively.
In Table 4, there were extra data points for the roll configuration. During testing,
there was uncertainty if the Vicon chamber was collecting data so an additional
collection was made. The additional collection was added to provide a better statistic.
The standard deviations for the VCCW were much better than the base wing. The
VCCW weighed almost 1 kg more than the base wing and was evenly distributed.
Therefore, the VCCW was expected to have a different roll MOI. Because the VCCW
weighed more, the base wing had weights added to it. The best way to emulate the
wing was to place the weights farthest from the fuselage. However, the structure of the
base wing was not built for additional weight. There was one spar that spanned 3/4
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Table 3: Bi-Filar Pendulum Base Wing Results. Average MOI and standard deviation
are calculated from the all of the MOI from each configuration. Roll MOI = 2.08 kg
m2, pitch MOI = 1.95 kg m2, and yaw MOI = 3.29 kg m2.
Configuration Filar Length (m) MOI (kg m2) Avg MOI (kg m2) Std Dev






















Table 4: Bi-Filar Pendulum Variable Camber Compliant Wing Results. Roll MOI =
4.67 kg m2, pitch MOI = 1.75 kg m2, and yaw MOI = 5.47 kg m2. The standard
deviations are better as a whole than the base wing testing.
Configuration Filar Length (m) MOI (kg m2) Avg MOI (kg m2) Std Dev






























of the wing on each side from the fuselage. For safety reason and damage prevention
to the base wing, the weights were added at the ends of each spar to get the weight
as far away from the fuselage without causing the wing to break during flight. The
added weight simulated the same thrust and power depletion on the base wing.
After comparing the bi-filar results, the base wing yaw standard deviation was
significantly higher than the rest of the data. Table 4 removed one of the yaw filar
lengths to improve the standard deviation. However, the standard deviation was not
as low as the rest of the configurations. The test should be completed again to verify
the collected data.
Although the base wing MOI results were important, the VCCW MOI measure-
ments were more pertinent to this thesis. The VCCW results showed measurements
with standard deviations less than 0.01.
For the purpose of the thesis research, only the VCCW results were used in the
simulation. The base wing results can be used in future simulation development. The
average MOI shown in Table 4 were used in the simulation as the best reflection of
the aircraft.
4.1.3 Verification Test
To verify the bi-filar pendulum test, an object with a known MOI was also tested.
The object was a 80/20 metal rod that was 4.96 kg. The 80/20 metal rod measured
2.469 m in length and 0.0381 m in width and height. Using Solidworks, the CAD
model was created to find the MOI. The length of the filars was 4.9911 m and the
distance between the filars and CG was 0.0381 m. Verification testing used the exact
procedure from the aircraft testing. Table 5 shows the comparison from the bi-filar
pendulum test results with the 80/20 rod.
There was a 0.7315% error between the bi-filar pendulum MOI and actual MOI.
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Table 5: 80/20 Rod Verification Test Results on Bi-Filar Pendulum. The test was
completed to compare how accurate the method was to the actual MOI measurement.
The test had a 0.7315% error.




Therefore, the verification test showed there was high confidence in the data accuracy
of the bi-filar pendulum measurements.
4.2 High Speed Static Wind Test Results
The high speed static wind test ensured the VCCW could withstand flight loads.
Testing took place on 10 Apr 2019 around 1000. The test increased the load factor
from 0 to 4 by changing the angle of attack, deflection angle, and airspeed. The test
points had the angle of attack range from 0-20◦, deflection angles ranged from 0-15◦,
and the airspeed ranged from 0-80 mph.
Although the test points (found in Figure 19) show the maximum airspeed of 80
mph, the truck maximum speed was 70 mph for safety reasons. There were cameras
mounted on the truck to record the leading and trailing edge of the wing.
The test performed all of the 0-3 load factor test points. Only some of the 4
load factor test point were completed due to time constraints. The wing was also
mounted with a -15◦ angle of attack to test for any damages. At the end of each test,
there were no visible damages to the wing. However, the cameras showed that at 3-4
load factors, the leading edge deflected about 1/8 inch in between the ribs due to the
load. To prevent that deflection from high loads, the wing structure changed to add
a stringer between the ribs to thicken the leading edge.
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4.3 Flight Test
The flight test section describes the flight test process. There were procedures
for every test day and every flight. The base wing and VCCW had different objec-
tives. All the objectives were tested through multiple flights to gather data for wing
capability analysis and this thesis simulation.
During flight testing, every team member had a role to ensure time efficiency. As
a person gaining information from the project, I was the one of the test directors with
another AFIT (Air Force Institute of Technology) person. The test director led and
executed the flight test. AFIT provided the personnel for the ground control station
and safety pilots. AFIT, AFRL (Air Force Research Laboratory), and USU (Utah
State University) Aero Lab provided ground operations and observers.
At the beginning of every flight test day, the test director conducted a range and
safety brief. The brief went through general minimizing procedures and consider-
ations, operation risk management (ORM) checklist, weather conditions and safety
hazards, role assignment, flight specific risk, and the objectives. All of the test team
needed situational awareness during every flight to ensure the safety of the team,
aircraft, and environment. The ORM checklist confirmed the team was conducting
the test under good conditions and awareness of any additional risk. The flight risk
and objectives discussed in Section 3.5 were reiterated to the team at the start of
every flight test day.
Prior to every flight, the test team ran through an aircraft checklist. The checklist
ensured the proper order to power on the aircraft. The order of the checklist was
essential because there were hardware and software parts that affected other parts
during powering on. The test team ensured the aircraft was properly calibrated,
recorded data, had working signals to the ground control station, and had working
signals to the remote controller (RC).
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Each flight had set maneuvers from the test card. Not all the test points could be
met in one flight. There were about 5-6 flights per day over the course of 1-3 days.
Due to battery consumption, the longest allowed flight time was 15 minutes. The
batteries were replaced at the end every flight to ensure the aircraft was flying with
the highest potential power.
The weather was recorded before every flight for data analysis. The quality of the
wind speed measurements need additional work to validate. The anemometer was
the only means of wind measurements and did not update real-time.
4.3.1 Base Wing
Base wing flight testing took one day with six flights at the Wright-Patterson
airfield. The winds did not exceed 12.3 mph and temperatures ranged between 70-
89◦F. The purpose of the base wing flight was to prepare for flight with the VCCW
and to gather data and insight into how it might behave beforehand.
Base wing flight testing focused on specific RC input. The flight test data points
had aileron, elevator and rudder pulse inputs in both directions (right/left and up/-
down). The flight also included right and left coordinated turns to observe the RC
input of more than one controller. The Pixhawk recorded all of the flight data. The
RC input was recorded in pulse width modulation (PWM) values. The aircraft’s
states were recorded in metric system units. The base wing is shown in Figure 26.
With the base wing flight data, the test team had the opportunity to compare
the flight states and determined what aspects of the VCCW is more efficient. The
simulation will use the flight data to verify the accuracy between virtual and actual
flight test data.
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Figure 26: Base wing during take off. The base wing has all of the standard control
capabilities: aileron, elevator, and rudder. The fuselage is designed to use either the
base wing or VCCW.
4.3.2 Variable Camber Compliant Wing Flight Test
All VCCW flight tests were at Camp Atturbery, IN. For flight safety, the test was
conducted in a “restricted airspace” flight environment. The intent was to fly two
sets of flight test: one to focus on roll control and the other to focus on yaw control.
The roll control test was in mid-September 2019. Flight testing took three days
for seven flights. The temperature varied from 75-92◦F, with winds up to 15 mph.
The wind limit set in the training safety board was 15.725 mph. However, the team
decided not to fly with winds over 12 mph for the first flight of for the aircraft’s safety.
The VCCW test repeated many of the base wing test objectives as it is necessary
to have similar conditions to compare data. The recorded data had right/left and
up/down pulse input for all three controls (aileron, elevator, and rudder). For the
purpose of the simulation, the recorded flight data focused on the aircraft output
from a single pulse input.
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The yaw control test was in mid-October 2019. Flight testing took two days for
eight flights. The temperature ranged between 60-78◦F, with winds up to 12 mph.
Figure 27 show the VCCW during flight.
Figure 27: The VCCW shows anti-symmetric trailing edge deflection. The right ribs
are deflecting the edge down. The deflection changes cause the wind to blow over the
wing creating lift on the wing to control the aircraft.
The yaw control flight test had all the same flight objectives as the base wing and
roll control. However, the Mode 4 (yaw control) flight did not go as predicted. The
wing control of the yaw moment was not sufficient and the aircraft climbed during
yaw maneuvers.
Although Mode 4 did not produce sufficient yawing moments, all the test objec-
tives were met. The objectives were to fly the aircraft and verify the functionality.
The VCCW was able to demonstrate minimal yaw authority. The aircraft maintained
positive control while in Mode 4 and all the desired data was collected.
At the completion of Mode 4 testing, the wing’s limits were tested during an
aerobatic flight. The wing endured aileron rolls, loops, wing overs and inversions
successfully. There was no damage to the wing on the plane after these maneuvers.
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The overall objective for flying the VCCW was to demonstrate the viability of
the roll and yaw control. The objectives were met through all of the flight testing.
There were no damages to the aircraft and all of the capabilities of the wing were
documented.
4.3.3 Flight Analysis
The VCCW had successful flights without damages but what kind of capabilities
did it have? The next section compares the base wing flight to the VCCW flights.
The Pixhawk data was used to compare the control capabilities. The Pixhawk
recorded the RC input and the states of the aircraft. Matching the input and attitude
for specific maneuvers showed the capabilities of the aircraft. Because Mode 4 did
not produce sufficient yawing moments, only Mode 3 was analyzed for roll authority.
The base wing data analysis was from the fourth base wing flight test. The flight
test points were to perform aileron and rudder only turns. Figure 28 shows the aileron
states of the base wing. The figure shows aileron and rudder inputs as well as roll
and yaw attitudes. The yaw was included to help determine the orientation of the
aircraft and when the aircraft was on a straight pass for flight maneuvers.
Looking at the aileron and roll plots, the aircraft alternated between left and right
aileron turns. The rudder plot shows there was close to no rudder input during the
turns. The spikes on the rudder plot were during a turn to reorient the aircraft. The
roll plot shows roll angles from about -50 to 10◦. The mean of data in the plot is
-22.41◦. Therefore, the base wing provided about ±30◦ roll control.
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Figure 28: The plot shows the RC input for aileron and rudder and the attitude for
roll and yaw. The aileron and roll plots shows the roll capabilities of the aircraft.
The yaw plot helps determine the orientation of flight. The roll attitude ranges from
about -50 to 10◦.
The VCCW data was from its first flight test. The data was from flight seven of
the flight testing. The test points were to perform right and left aileron only turns.
Figure 29 shows the aileron states of the VCCW.
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Figure 29: The plot shows the RC input for aileron and rudder and the attitude for
roll and yaw. The aileron and roll plots shows the roll capabilities of the aircraft.
The roll attitude ranges from about -52 to 18◦.
Figure 29 shows the aircraft alternated between left and right aileron only turns.
The roll angles for the plot data ranges from about -52 to 18◦. The mean of data in
the plot is -14◦. Therefore, the VCCW provided about ±35◦ roll control. The rudder
input shows some input but it was when the aircraft was performing a coordinated
turn.
Because some of the data in Figure 29 contains some rudder input, the plot was
zoomed in on. Figure 30 shows a zoomed plot where there is no rudder input to
observe the pure capabilities of the aileron control of the VCCW.
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Figure 30: The plot shows zoomed version of Figure 29. There is no rudder input in
this plot with one pass of left and right aileron turns.
With the pure aileron control, the roll attitude ranges from about -48 to 18◦. The
mean of the data is -13.23◦. Therefore, the pure roll capability of the VCCW provided
about ±33◦ roll control. Based on the data analysis, the VCCW roll control provided
more roll authority than the base wing.
This analysis is not a conclusive, qualitative complete demonstration of the VCCW.
The VCCW capabilities are more than this section describes.
4.4 Data Collection Analysis
Data collection analysis discusses the analysis of the recorded flight data. The
data had to be analyzed and converted to be compatible with the simulation. The
Pixhawk recorded all of the flight parameters and states during flight test. The RC
input, airspeed parameters, and data alignment were converted for simulation use.
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The simulation uses Python and Matlab®. USU Aero Lab’s simulation is in Python
and the flight test data was mostly plotted in Matlab®.
The Python simulator needed flight states to run the simulation. The initial con-
ditions were airspeed, time, altitude, inertial position, inertial velocity, attitude, and
body fixed frame rate. The actual RC controller input of throttle, aileron, elevator,
and rudder were the input for the simulation. However, the flight data had to be
trimmed and converted to be compatible with the simulator.
4.4.1 RC Input
The Pixhawk recorded the RC input in PWM values. The simulation required
a conversion from PWM to degrees. The conversion procedure used a PWM servo
tester and protractor. The PWM servo tester sent PWM values to the aircraft servos
just like the RC controller did. Because the VCCW replaced the ailerons and flaps,
only the rudder and elevator required deflection measurements. Deflection was found
by using a protractor to measure the deflection angle between 1100-1900 PWM rates
at every 100 value. There was an expected linear relationship between PWM and
degree measurements. The relationship and calculated conversion is shown in Figure
31.
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Figure 31: The relationship between PWM and degree measurements are linear. The
elevator and rudder equations were used to convert the PWM values into degrees of
deflection. The elevator relationship is y=-0.0282x+44.306 and the rudder relation-
ship is y=-0.0353x+52.556 where x is the PWM value and y is the corresponding
degree value.
The equations found from the relationship shown in Figure 31 converted the RC
input in PWM to RC input in degrees.
The throttle input was also recorded in PWM values. However, the simulation
needed the throttle input as percentage values between 0-1. The PWM throttle range
was 1187-1769 and was normalized to a 0-1 range to work with the simulation. The
throttle input controlled the propeller rotation rate that affected the thrust of the
aircraft. As battery capacity depleted, the aircraft required more throttle to provide
the same amount of thrust. However, during flight testing, the test team was careful




The Pixhawk measured the aircraft’s velocity in the local navigation north, east,
down (NED) frame, as ground speed. The NED frame is also referred to as the
vehicle frame. The aircraft’s velocity in the simulation is expressed as airspeed in the
body fixed frame. To convert the ground speed into airspeed, the wind speed was
needed. The Pixhawk recorded the wind speed in the north and east direction. (4)
[44] shows the conversion from ground speed to airspeed. The velocity with respect
to the surrounding air is (Va). The ground speed is (Vg) and the wind speed is (Vw).
The relationship between the velocities are






where u, v, and w are north, east, and down, respectively. (4) calculated the airspeed
of the aircraft in the NED/vehicle frame. To transform from the NED frame to the
body fixed frame, the frame transformation (5) [44] is
















Using the results from (4) and (5), the airspeed in the body fixed frame calculation
is shown in (6).
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V ba (φ, θ, ψ) = R
b






4.4.3 Sample and Hold
The Pixhawk recorded all the flight parameters in different categories. The cat-
egories had different time stamps and frequencies of recorded data. The time was
recorded in microseconds at a rate of about 25 messages per second with all the cat-
egories of data having slightly different time stamps. To line up all the data with the
same time stamp, the data was processed in a “sample and hold.” Sample and hold
passed all the data through loops to match the same time stamps while keeping its
respective data.
1. Trimmed the data points with the same overall range
2. Processed time stamps to get samples at matching time steps
3. Processed the updated data to have the same amount of time steps
The sample and hold process trimmed the data for the same time stamp range,
aligned the time steps, and adjusted each flight parameter to have the same data
array size. From there, the data was ready to be passed to the Python simulation.
4.5 Simulation Refinement
The simulation refinement tuned USU Aero Lab’s original simulation to closely
match the flight test. The simulation analysis was performed on four different seg-
ments of a flight test to look at various parts of a flight. Tuning required data
conditioning including filtering and bias removal. Most of the simulation tuning was
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on the thrust model. There were two types of thrust approaches: least square and
static. Least square approach had two different designs that calculated multiple mod-
els. The static approach had two different models. All of the tuning analysis was to
improve the simulation results to closely reflect the flight data.
The simulation received real flight control input to attempt to recreate the flight
test in simulation outputs. This process demonstrated how accurately the simulator
could model the VCCW. As discussed in Chapter III Section 4.4, Matlab®scripts
processed the data to be compatible with the original simulation by:
1. Trimming the data to smaller time segments
2. Lining up the time stamps for all Pixhawk data
3. Matching time stamp occurrences, as described in Section 4.4.3
4. Converting RC PWM inputs to degrees
5. Normalizing the throttle input, and
6. Converting NED frame ground speed to body frame wind speed,
The simulation used the initial flight states [u, v, w, p, q, r,N,E,D, φ, θ, ψ] to cal-
culate the current flight states. [u, v, w] are the airspeeds in ft/s, [p, q, r] are the
angular velocities in rad/s, [N,E,D] is the position in ft, and [φ, θ, ψ] are the Euler
angles of the aircraft. The simulation took the current flight states and processed
them through the integrator to update the flight states. This process was repeated
along the entirety of the actual RC control data log.
The analysis was on a Mode 2 (anti-symmetric and symmetric trailing edge deflec-
tion) flight completed during the roll control testing. The flight was on 10 September
2019 at 1237 with temperatures in the low 90◦Fs with winds south south west at two
mph.
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The research analysis focused on the comparison of the airspeed (u, v, w), angular
velocity (p, q, r) and Euler angles (φ, θ, ψ). The simulation used the actual RC control
data (aileron, elevator, rudder and throttle) as input for the MachUp iteration.
4.5.1 Flight Segments
The research analyzed segments of the flight due to the constraints and availabil-
ity of appropriate data. There was an assumption that the wind measurement was
accurate. Wind did not impact the simulation if the wind was accurately measured
and reflected in the flight data. To look different parts of the flight and effects of the
tuning, the flight was analyzed at specific segments. There were four analyzed flight
segments (shown in Figure 32):
1. Segment A (4.6 second flight segment in wind direction)
2. Segment B (9.6 second flight segment in wind direction)
3. Segment C (8.4 second flight segment in crosswinds)
4. Segment D (3.8 second flight segment in crosswinds)
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Figure 32: The figure shows flight path of the entire flight and each segment. Take off
and landing are the origin. The winds for this flight was two mph SSW. The entire
flight is in a blue dashed line, Segment A is a solid green line, Segment B is a solid
red line, Segment C is a solid black line, and Segment D is a sold magenta line.
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Prior to any simulation refinement, the four flight segments ran in the original
simulation but did not perform the same as the flight test. Figure 33 shows the
original simulation of Segment B.
Figure 33: The figure shows the original output of the simulation for the Segment B.
Blue shows the simulation data and orange shows the actual flight data. Flight states
of u, v, w, p, q, r, φ, θ, and ψ are compared.
4.5.2 Data Conditioning: Filtering
The angular rates (p,q,r) were recorded from the gyroscope during flight. The
data collection contained noise. To find more accurate data, the angular rates were
filtered. The filtered data is shown in Figure 34.
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Figure 34: The plot contains the original angular rate p data and filtered data. The
data was processed through a lowpass filter with a bandpass frequency of 0.3. The
simulation took the first data point and calculated the rest of the aircraft’s flight.
Filtering the noise provided more accurate data for the simulation.
The application of a low pass filter on the data provided less noisy readings of
the rates. The filter used a passband frequency of 0.3. Through iteration testing,
0.3 passband frequency provided a filter that did not cause too much delay or filter
out important signal characteristics. In Figure 34, the original data starts at -0.8082
rad/s and the filtered data starts at -0.1704 rad.s. The original p value caused the
aircraft to start in an uncontrollable roll. Since the simulation only used the first
data point as input, filtering the data was necessary to eliminate noise and get a
more accurate and representative starting point.
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4.5.3 Data Conditioning: Aircraft Control Bias
The aircraft had inherent bias in the RC controls (aileron, elevator and rudder).
With every aircraft, there are abnormalities to the controls from the structure. The
controls had biases to compensate for abnormalities.
To eliminate the bias, the average values of the RC controls were statistically
estimated. The bias calculation included multiple sections of the same flight to get
the best estimate: all Pixhawk data from the flight, take off to landing, and three
straight passes. All of the additional flight sections were included in the averaged bias
for each segment. Table 6 show the biases of each control for all the segments. Table
7 shows the averaged bias of all the additional flight sections and its corresponding
segment.
Table 6: The aircraft had a bias on the RC input. All of the average RC input for
the aileron, elevator and rudder controls were calculated. The table shows the bias
values for each segment.
Individual Averaged Bias
Aileron (deg) Elevator (deg) Rudder (deg)
Entire Flight -0.6741 9.9128 -0.8475
Take Off to Landing -0.7283 10.3882 -0.8547
Straight #1 -0.4971 10.0827 -0.8529
Straight #2 -0.124 9.9217 -0.8529
Straight #3 -0.4547 9.8639 -0.8384
Segment A -1.070 9.8996 -0.8310
Segment B -0.8925 9.8841 -0.8527
Segment C -0.5945 10.3275 -0.8392
Segment D -1.6747 10.6208 -0.8529
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Table 7: The table shows the average of all of the additional flight sections with its
respective segment from Table 6 for the aileron, elevator, and rudder. The average
uses flight data outside of the Segments A-D to give a variety of controls in addition
to the actual flight.
Analyzed Flight Segments
Aileron (deg) Elevator (deg) Rudder (deg)
Segment A -0.5915 10.0015 -0.8462
Segment B -0.5618 10.0089 -0.8499
Segment C -0.5121 10.0828 -0.8476
Segment D -0.6922 10.1317 -0.8499
Tables 6 and 7 show a significant difference between the elevator bias compared to
the aileron and rudder bias. To observe the bias effects, the bias of Segment C from
Table 7 was removed and tested in the simulation. In the flight visual, the elevator bias
caused the aircraft to pitch up/down too drastically and the flight became unstable.
The flights were stable when only the aileron and rudder bias were removed.
Removing the bias changed all of the control input. The input could be different
but needed to be similar enough where the new input did no harm to the original
control input. To determine if the bias removal made a significant difference, there
was statistical analysis completed. The statistical analysis was between the original
control input and the control input without the bias. The original control input is
the data directly from the Pixhawk. The control input without the bias removed the
Segment C bias at each recorded time stamp.
The statistical analysis used the t-Test. The t-Test showed if the difference be-
tween means of the data sets was significant. There are three types of t-Test: indepen-
dent samples, paired sample, and one sample. This thesis used independent samples
because the test compares the means for two groups, original control input and the
control input without the bias. However, the t-Test assumes that the variances of the
data sets are equal.
To determine the variances for the data sets, the definitions of discrete random
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variables were used [51]. The control input without the bias was found with
Y = X + C, (7)
where Y is the control input without the bias, X is the original control input, and
C is the bias which is constant. The data sets were stipulated to be independent
even though they were linearly dependent. The expected value of Y provided the
relationship
E[Y ] = E[X] + E[C] (8)
V AR[Y ] = V AR[X] + V AR[C] (9)
V AR[Y ] = V AR[X] (10)
because the variance of a constant is zero. The definitions of discrete random variables
showed the variances of the two data sets were the same [51]. Because the variance
of the original control input and control input without bias were the same, the t-Test
could be used to test for differences between the means.
The test was only completed on the aileron and rudder data because the elevator
bias caused unstable flight. Segment C data was analyzed for significant differences.
The next section (t-Test) only have statistically analysis on Segment C.
4.5.3.1 t-Test
The t-Test showed how significant the differences were between the means of two
data sets [51]. Segment C data was used for this analysis. The null (or hypothesis)
was the mean of the original control input and control input with out bias were the
same. To test if the means were the same, the t-Test calculated the t statistic to
compare to the P value [51]. The P value is the actual probability that the t statistic
falls within a certain percent of the data set. The test required the mean, standard
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deviation, and number of data points to calculate the t statistic.
The average mean for the aileron and aileron without the bias were -0.5945 and
-0.0824, respectively. The standard deviation was 0.3422 with 211 data points for
both data sets.
The average mean for the rudder and rudder without the bias were -0.8392 and
0.0084, respectively. The standard deviation was 0.0218 with 211 data points for both
data sets.
The t-Stat was calculated by [51]







with a significance level of 0.05 (α= 0.05). The calculation showed the T statistic
was less than the P value. If the calculated t-Stat was less than the P value, then
we fail to reject the null. Failing to reject the null means the hypothesis, the means
of the original control input and control input without the bias were the same, was
true. Therefore, the original data and the data without the bias had no significant
difference. Because of these results, the other segments were analyzed. The t-stat
was less than the P value across all the segment data.
t-Test proved there was no significant difference of the means of the two data sets.
The control input without the bias could be used as an accurate reflection of the
raw data because there was no significant difference. The input without bias would
not harm the results of the true data. Because of the statistic results, the bias was
removed in future analysis.
The simulation results were plotted to compare the difference with and without
the bias. Figure 35 shows the comparison between the simulation results with original




Figure 35: Segment C data (blue = simulation, orange = actual flight). (a) shows
the original RC input and (b) shows the bias removed from the RC control input. (b)
shows closer trends in v, w, q, r, and ψ. Although the bias was less than 1◦, the bias
changed all of the flight states.
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4.5.4 Thrust Model
In the original simulation, the thrust model caused u to increase drastically, and
go well beyond the airspeed that was actually flown in flight testing. The fastest
the aircraft flew during flight testing was about 100 ft/s and the simulation reached
peaks of almost 200 ft/s. The original thrust model was incorrect. This section will
discuss the original thrust model and how the simulation responded to the new thrust
models.
The original thrust model was described as





· (T0 + T1V + T2V 2), (12)
where a = 1, V is the normalized airspeed vector (ft/s), ρ is the density (slugs/ft3)
at a given altitude, ρSL is the density (slugs/ft
3) at a sea level, and τ is the throttle
(unitless). T0, T1, and T2 are constant values. The T constants directly affect the
simulation through the following derivatives:
u˙ =
(
2 · (exez − eyeθ) + X + Txb
W
)
· g + r − qw, (13)
where u˙ is the airspeed (ft/s), X is the forward motion coefficient, W is the weight
(lbs) of the aircraft, g is gravity (ft/s2), w is a velocity (ft/s), r, and q are angular
velocities (rad/s), and ex, ey, ez and eθ are the quaternions (rad).
There were three thrust models tested in the simulation. One model was derived
from the least squares approach [52] and two models were from a static approach.
The least squares approach manipulated the thrust model from (20) and (13) in
the original simulation. There were two designs from the least squares approach.
The static approach used the relationship between the throttle and thrust from the
MotorCalc program [53] and actual test data.
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4.5.4.1 Least Squares Approach: Design I
The first thrust design focused on changing the constant T values using the least
squares approach. The least squares approach is described by (14) [52].
Y = Φθ. (14)
Because time and order does not matter, weighted least squares was used. In this
case, θ = [T 0;T 1;T 2]. Therefore, Y would be an nx1 matrix and Φ = [1V V 2; .....]
was an nx3 matrix. Airspeed u˙ is proportional to T xb. u˙ was described as
u˙ ∼ X + Txb
W
· g. (15)
Therefore, Txb can be written as
Txb ∼ u˙ ·W
g
−X. (16)
We assumed that X is small for the purposes of estimating T xb. In the original
thrust model, X was the forward motion coefficient. (17) shows the modified version


















After calculating Y, θ can be found using [52]
θ = (ΦTΦ)−1ΦTY. (18)
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4.5.4.2 Least Squares Approach: Design II
Throttle inputs of zero caused an issue with Design I. τ was in the denominator
of Design I and therefore forced Y to infinity. Another model was created using the
least squares approach: Design II. In Design II, the constants in (17) were transferred
to (14). Design II is described as:






The variables in Equation 19 are the same as described in Section 4.5.4.1. Design II
eliminated the issue of having τ in the denominator.
4.5.4.3 Least Squares Approach: Design I vs Design II
Design I and II were tested on all of the flight segments. The simulation results
were compared to the flight test results to find the best model. The results are shown
in Table 8.
Table 8: Design I and II produced different T constants. The highlighted constants
were the best performing thrust models. The rest of the models had unstable flights
in the simulation.
Take Off to Landing Segment A Segment B Segment C Segment D
T0 -0.2781 489.8835 -205.1880 7190.9687 33.5422
T1 1.3091 -7.4637 5.4134 -140.4885 0.3845Design I
T2 -0.0018 0.0388 -0.0211 0.7000 0.0060
T0 0.0227 6.3030 40.7336 118.2083 -27.6476
T1 0.0002 0.2653 -0.0505 -0.3771 0.0492Design II
T2 0.0000 0.0087 0.0082 0.0082 0.0224
The highlighted models in Table 8 resulted in a stable performing flight on the
flight visual. Regardless of the model performance, each of the flight segments were
analyzed further for Y relationships, described in (14) and (17). The thrust model
was analyzed between the actual (14) and model (17) design. The analysis showed
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that there are parts of the model that work better at specific times. Figure 36 shows
the relationship between the actual data and the simulated model performance.
(a)
(b)
Figure 36: The figure shows the Design I: Segment A’s thrust model. (a) shows the
entire flight segment data. (b) shows the trimmed data from 0 to 50. The trimmed
data can produce another thrust model of T constants that will be more closely
correlated.
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After reviewing the correlations of the models, all of the coefficients computed with
Design II were proven to be invalid. However, Design I had three closely matched Y
relationships. Because of this, another iteration of the model was done on the closely
related Y segments of flight shown in Table 9.
Table 9: The models that had closely matched Y relationships were put through
another iteration of the least squares thrust approach. The model and actual data
were compared through the entire data set. The highlighted model shows the best
performing model. However, the simulation performed best when the values were
inverted.
Take Off to Landing: Segment A: Segment C:
Trimmed(8700:end) Trimmed(1:50) Trimmed(1:100)
T0 94.4014 -17.0633 -6193.8251
T1 -0.7880 1.5393 127.0050Design I
T2 0.0096 -0.0011 -0.6364
Table 9 highlights the only working model from trimmed data. While testing the
highlighted model, the aircraft behaved opposite than expected. To counteract the
behavior, the T values were inverted. The inverted model displayed a flight closer to
the actual flight in the flight visual.
To find the best least squares approach, all of the highlighted models were tested on
the flight segments. The highlighted models were also compared against the original
model that USU Aero Lab created. Although Design I: Segment C had a working
performance, the trimmed Y relationship provided a better performance. Design I:
Segment C (trimmed) was used for further analysis. The working models are shown
in Table 10.
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Table 10: There were three least square models that performed well against the
respective flight. To find the best model, each of the models was simulated with all
of four segments.
Original Design I: Segment A Design I: Segment C (1:100)
T0 28.8000 -205.1880 6193.8251
T1 0.1263 5.4134 -127.0050
T2 -0.0022 -0.0211 0.6364
The best least squares approach was found by comparing the three models on each
segment. The best model was the one that had the closest simulation output to the
actual flight data. Some of the comparisons are shown in Figures 37-39. All of the
figures show the results against Segment C.
Figure 37: The simulation results used the original T constants (T0 = 28.8, T1 =
0.1263, T2 = -0.0022) on the Segment C flight. There are trends for p, q and some
of ψ.
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Figure 38: The simulation results used the trimmed Segment A (1:50) T constants
(T0 = -205.1880, T1 = 5.4134, T2 = -0.0211). The model was used on the Segment
C flight. There are trends in v, p, and r.
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Figure 39: The simulation results used the trimmed Segment C (1:100) T constants
(T0 = 6193.8251, T1 = -127.0050, T2 = 0.6364). The model was used on the
Segment C flight. There are trends in w, q, and r. There are similar trends on half
of the data for the θ and ψ.
After all comparisons, the best performing least squares approach was the Design
I: Segment C (1:100) model (refer to Figure 39). However, the models in general, did
not fit the data well. This thesis needed other methods to find an appropriate thrust
model.
4.5.4.4 Static Approach: MotorCalc Model
This thesis attempted to develop a thrust model using static thrust data. It is
important to note that the static data is not a great fit for a moving vehicle but the
approach provided more insight to the throttle vs thrust relationship. The static test
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used the MotorCalc program [53].
MotorCalc used the propeller dimensions, wing dimensions, weight of the aircraft,
and motor specifications to return flight performance. The flight performance had
data points for the throttle input at every 10% from 0-100%. Figure 40 shows the
given relationship between the throttle, propeller rotation rate and thrust.
(a) (b)
Figure 40: The graphs show the relationship between the throttle, propeller rotation
rate and thrust. With these two equations, there was a direct relationship between
the throttle and thrust. The simulation provided the throttle input and this model
provides one value for the thrust found in (20).
Figure 40 illustrates the MotorCalc thrust model in (20) described as:
T = 465.00024τ 2 − 78.86904τ − 0.13297, (20)
where T = thrust (oz) and τ = throttle (%). The model did not convert the units to
lbs-force to work with the simulation. The conversion was calculated in the simulation
itself.
4.5.4.5 Static Approach: VCCW Model
The MotorCalc website is based on theoretical and tabular data. To validate the
data, additional test were performed. The test gathered thrust data from the vehicle
itself.
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The aircraft was connected to a push-pull gauge to measure the thrust force ex-
erted from the aircraft. The test was able to provide a direct relationship between
the throttle and thrust.
The recorded throttle PWM values from the flight ranged between 1187-1769. To
get a good range of data, there were 11 data points to approximate 0-100% throttle
in 10% increments. Figure 41 shows the data collection and relationship between the
throttle and thrust.
Figure 41: The graph shows the relationship between the throttle and the thrust of
the VCCW aircraft. The thrust peaks around 80-100% throttle.
The VCCW thrust model is
T = −49.961τ 3 + 69.86τ 2 + 7.0311τ + 1.2273, (21)
where T = thrust (lbs) and τ = throttle (%).
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4.5.4.6 Static Approach: MotorCalc vs VCCW
The two static models were compared. Figures 40 and 41 show a difference in
the shape of the trend line. Figure 40 (MotorCalc) shows a slow increase at minimal
throttle input then increases as with more throttle input. The VCCW model has
the same trend at minimal throttle input but then peaks around 80% throttle and
remains around the same thrust.
Despite the small difference, the two models were expected to have similar results.
The MotoCalc model was created from the same parameters as the actual flight test.




Figure 42: (a) shows the MotorCalc model and (b) shows the VCCW model on
Segment A. The results are almost identical. In the VCCW model, the u and w




Figure 43: (a) shows the MotorCalc model and (b) shows the VCCW model on
Segment B. The results are almost identical. The VCCW model is a little faster and




Figure 44: (a) shows the MotorCalc model and (b) shows the VCCW model on
Segment C. There are a lot of the same trends. However, the VCCW model has




Figure 45: (a) shows the MotorCalc model and (b) shows the VCCW model on
Segment D. The results are almost identical. The u and w velocity are faster in the
VCCW model.
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As expected, the results for the MotorCalc and VCCW models were very similar.
The VCCW model results also provided verification that the MotoCalc model was
close to the actual hardware. Looking at the model comparison, the most noticeable
difference was the velocity range. The velocity range in the MotoCalc model was
closer than the VCCW model. Therefore, the MotorCalc model was the better static
thrust model.
4.5.4.7 Final Thrust Model Comparisons
Design I: Segment C was the best thrust model from the least squares approach.
MotorCalc model was the best thrust model from the static approach. The flight
segments were lengthen to give a better comparison of trends. All of the comparisons
included the angular rate filtering and aileron and rudder bias removal. Figures 46-49




Figure 46: (a) shows the least squares model and (b) shows the static model on




Figure 47: (a) shows the least squares model and (b) shows the static model on




Figure 48: (a) shows the least squares model and (b) shows the static model on




Figure 49: (a) shows the least squares model and (b) shows the static model on
Segment D. There are similar characteristic trends for v, θ, and ψ.
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In this comparison, the least squares thrust model and the static thrust model
each performed to some degree in two of the four segments. The static thrust model
was better in Segment A and D, while the least squares thrust model was better in
Segments B and C. The heavily weighed flight states are u and θ. The simulation
was most closely trending in the static models for Segment A and D (Figures 46(b)
and 49(b)). Therefore, the static model was the best thrust model for the simulation.
The overall best performing model was the MotorCalc static thrust model. However,
it was still an inadequate model to completely describe what is going on.
4.5.4.8 Simulation Conclusion
The flight data was analyzed in four segments with the wind and along the cross-
wind. To improve the performance, the simulation tuned the filtering, bias removal
and thrust model.
Data filtering for the angular rates was necessary for the simulation. Angular rate
collections were very noisy. Filtering helped smooth the data and provide improved
rates. Since the simulation relied on an accurate initial state, it was vital that this
data was as accurate as possible.
According to the statistical test on the control bias, there was no significant differ-
ence in the mean of the control sets. Therefore, the bias removal would not harm the
results from the raw data. The simulation performance improved without the bias
(refer to Figure 35). Removing the bias changed all of the flight states and improved
the simulation performance. The bias was removed from the control input for the
rest of the analysis.
The thrust model improved all of the flight states compared to the original model.
The MotorCalc static thrust model was the best performer. u and θ states were
weighted heavier than the others. These were the states most difficult to match and
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affected the flight the most. In the end, the implementation of the static model,
the filtering of the data, and making appropriate bias corrections demonstrated an
improvement to the simulator (refer to Appendix C Figures 62 - 65). However, it is
clear that more work is needed to provide a thrust model that is accurate. A more
complicated, nonlinear estimation approach will be required to find a model that is
ultimately, satisfactory.
4.6 Results and Analysis Summary
Chapter IV discussed the results of the bi-filar testing, flight testing, and simula-
tion performance. The bi-filar test results showed the MOI measurement was likely
near only 1% error, based off the validation test. The flight testing was successful!
Flight analysis showed that the VCCW had more roll authority than the base wing.
The VCCW was a successful design that demonstrated the possibility of morphing
flight.
The simulation results were analyzed and compared to the flight data then the
parameters were tuned to get the simulator performing closer to the actual flight test.
The best simulation results came from filtering the angular rates, removing the aileron
and rudder bias, and using the MotorCalc static thrust model. However, it is clear
that a linear or second order polynomial model is insufficient to accurately modeling
the effects of the motor-propeller relationship. More work is needed to identify an
adequate model to improve the simulation.
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V. Conclusions
This chapter will discuss the research conclusion and significance of the work.
There are suggestions for future work based on what was completed and for new
directions. The chapter closes with an overall conclusion of this thesis.
5.1 Research Conclusion
The problem statements for this research were 1) Is the variable camber compli-
ant wing (VCCW) capable of equilibrium flight involving various maneuvers without
sustaining damage? and 2) Is it possible to create a flight simulation that aligns with
the actual flight test data?
This thesis answered both problem statements. The flight test demonstrated that
the VCCW was capable of performing various maneuvers and to maintain stable
flight. There was no damage to the wing after all of the flight testing. Aligning the
flight test data and the simulation proved to be a challenge. The simulation will need
further work, as is discussed in Section 5.2.
To answer the problem statements, this thesis incorporated various testing and
analysis of data. Bi-filar pendulum testing, flight tests, data analysis, and simulation
refinement were key aspects of the research.
The first part of the research was the bi-filar pendulum test. The bi-filar pendulum
test results provided the only known moment of inertia (MOI) measurement for the
base wing and the VCCW. The test had less than a 1% error and therefore, had high
confidence of accuracy.
The second part of the research was flight testing. Flight testing for the base
wing and VCCW provided data collection on the aircraft’s performance. The VCCW
completed successful flights that demonstrated the roll and yaw capabilities of the
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wing. The research benefited from my role as co-test director. The test director led
all operations of flight test to include safety, flight missions, flight execution, and data
collection. This role was essential for the data collection for this research, AFRL and
USU Aero Lab’s work.
The third part of the research was analyzing the flight test data. Data analysis
helped understand the morphing capabilities and provided the proper conversions of
data for the simulation input. The analysis showed the VCCW roll control had more
authority than the base wing!
The last part of the research was simulation refinement. Data analysis tuning was
essential to provide the best input for the simulation. The simulator underwent tuning
of the input parameters and thrust models. There were two types thrust approaches
tested in the simulation and compared to the output: least squares approach and
static thrust approach. The simulation work did improve the comparison of the
simulation and flight test data, however it was insufficient to closely match the flight
data. The current work could be used to establish a baseline for prototypes prior to
flight test.
5.2 Future Work
There are many parts of the thesis that can be improved to provide better results
and expand other possible reseach opportunities. The bi-filar pendulum test, flight
testing, and simulation refinement are all considered for future work.
5.2.1 Bi-Filar Pendulum Test Improvement
The bi-filar pendulum test provided the MOI measurement for the base wing and
VCCW. The base wing yaw MOI could be remeasured to provide a more accurate
measurement. The entire test could also be redone with a different mounting process
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to improve the measurement.
A more accurate MOI could improve the simulation performance. The base wing
yaw data collection had a high standard deviation with the three filar length mea-
surements. The base wing yaw MOI should be measured again to get a more accurate
measurement.
Remeasuring the MOI using different methods can improve the output of the
simulation. When the fuselage is no longer needed, the filar from the bi-filar pendulum
experiment can be mounted directly through the CG. Mounting the aircraft through
the CG would eliminate the need for the parallel-axis theorem. Although the test
result error is low, the procedure change could make the results more accurate.
5.2.2 Flight Test Improvement
Flight testing demonstrated the capabilities of the VCCW. Testing could be im-
proved with more thorough data collections and scheduling.
Flight testing could be improved by having a more thorough data collection. Wind
data collection only happened at the beginning of the flight. The test team had the
resources and tools to provide wind readings throughout the flight. Having wind data
provides better insight when analyzing the flight test data.
Although time is difficult to control, scheduling could be improve the control of
time. Flight test data changes with temperature. Scheduling the flight tests around
the same time of the year would make the flight test data more consistent. There was
about a 10-20◦F difference from the VCCW testing.
As one of the test directors, I would change the flight test crew assignments. I had
to verbally call out all of the test data points while recording the time of flight and
maneuver. I had to look at the next data point, call out the test point, and record the
flight maneuver details simultaneously. There should be an additional data recorder
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on the ground to eliminate recording error.
5.2.3 Simulation Improvement
The simulation results in Section 4.5.4.6 show there is room for improvement to
match the actual flight data more closely. Many different aspects can be tuned to
improve simulation performance.
An accurate wind representation in the simulation would improve the performance.
The measurement for wind speed comes from the Pixhawk. The Pixhawk also pro-
vides the wind speed in the north and east position. However, the measurement
lacks accuracy in direction and actual speed in comparison to online weather sources.
Accurate wind speed and heading would improve simulation calculations of airspeed
and ground speed and more help to closely match actual flight data.
The thrust model will need to be changed completely. There are many studies on
thrust models and different methods to determine the thrust of an aircraft [54][55][56].
Most of these studies use the actual value of the coefficients to find a thrust model.
Collecting more data would provide the potential for various thrust models.
Another thrust model could come from a system identification approach. The
system ID could also focus on the stability calculations. The work can compare the
stability calculations between the simulation and flight test to find the differences.
The simulation can also be developed to work with the base wing and all four
modes. This capability would be essential for future flights with Mode 4. Because
Mode 4’s capabilities did not perform as expected, the simulation could help predicts
its capabilities without going to flight test. Having the ability to change through all
modes and different wings would make the simulation multi-functional and a vital
assets to the VCCW research.
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5.3 Thesis Conclusion
Morphing wing technology is changing the way aircraft are controlled. The tech-
nology is also providing many different ideas to improve the performance of an aircraft.
The VCCW is a non-stretch, single, continuous wing that changes the camber of the
wing to control roll and eliminates ailerons and flaps.
The VCCW was successful in demonstrating roll and yaw control capabilities. The
VCCW flight test provided data for many different venues. The data benefited this
thesis work, AFRL, and the USU Aero Lab. This thesis attempted to use the data
to help improve USU Aero Lab’s simulation.
This thesis work contributed to the camber morphing development through flight
testing and data collection. All of the work provided more insight in camber morphing
wings. Future research can use this work to develop the VCCW further and improve
the simulation performance.
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Appendix A. Roll Control Law
δsi−roll = ((1.640511CL − 4.935281C3L + 1.006122C5L − 8.332071C7L + 2.490451C9L)
+p¯2(5.299801CL − 1.349643C3L + 4.319883C5L − 4.596613C7L + 1.562463C9L)
+p¯4(−4.311421CL + 6.901374C3L − 2.201855C5L + 2.150085C7L − 5.926394C9L)
+p¯6(−3.227454CL − 4.066225C3L + 7.165215C5L + 8.677925C7L − 1.339836C9L))
(22)
δsm−roll = ((3.730970CL − 1.874130C3L + 5.863350C5L − 1.958500C7L)
+p¯2(−6.877011CL − 7.288371C3L + 2.106282C5L − 8.690481C7L)
+p¯4(5.569263CL − 7.707093C3L + 1.178724C5L − 9.104523C7L)
+p¯6(−7.202824CL + 1.825245C3L − 3.693415C5L + 2.452775C7L))
(23)
δso−roll = ((−3.394300CL − 6.475400C3L + 1.041831C5L − 3.971420C7L)
+p¯2(3.365861CL − 1.844582C3L + 3.362822C5L − 1.181182C7L)
+p¯4(4.749823CL − 5.722553C3L + 1.636704C5L − 1.599024C7L)
+p¯6((−8.145874CL + 1.762235C3L − 4.807965C5L + 3.738875C7L))
(24)
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Appendix B. Yaw Control Law
δsi−yaw = CL((1.708651 + 9.692284C2n +−7.59089C4n) + p¯(−2.516033Cn +−1.1870289C3n) + p¯2(1.485622 +−3.477668C2n + 1.2594113C4n)
+p¯3(−1.211397Cn + 8.4659911C3n) + p¯4(−4.464675 + 1.4933811C2n +−4.3807515C4n)
+C3L((−2.488851 +−9.441525C2n + 8.2819710C4n) + p¯(2.452715Cn + 9.389419C3n) + p¯2(4.817813 + 3.377899C2n +−1.3469514C4n)
+p¯3(8.461547Cn +−8.1556812C3n) + p¯4(4.619096 +−1.7114412C2n + 5.2584716C4n)
+C5L((−2.539781 + 6.269986C2n +−3.7818511C4n) + p¯(−9.785795Cn +−3.9843510C3n) + p¯2(−8.593503 +−1.7314610C2n + 6.7807914C4n)
+p¯3(−2.888318Cn + 3.3909313C3n) + p¯4(−2.028737 + 8.3210312C2n +−2.6616917C4n)
+C7L((1.18946
2 +−1.263187C2n + 6.5614111C4n) + p¯(1.457166Cn + 6.9301710C3n) + p¯2(2.353803 + 3.2604310C2n +−1.2590615C4n)
+p¯3(4.320238Cn +−5.7284113C3n) + p¯4(3.405897 +−1.5051213C2n + 4.8907717C4n)
+C9L((−8.125121 + 7.707926C2n +−3.7392411C4n) + p¯(−7.372985Cn +−4.0495510C3n) + p¯2(2.754793 +−1.9583210C2n + 7.4748414C4n)
+p¯3(−2.333988Cn +−3.2607113C3n) + p¯4(−1.906067 + 8.7987912C2n +−2.8736317C4n))
(25)
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δsm−yaw = CL((6.136420 +−9.121704C2n + 1.5895810C4n) + p¯(2.891864Cn + 1.701229C3n) + p¯2(5.363342 + 2.160588C2n +−1.3371313C4n)
+p¯3(4.163495Cn +−5.6067411C3n) + p¯4(3.772384 +−1.3367910C2n + 2.2114115C4n)





0 +−1.641206C2n + 5.0557111C4n) + p¯(9.418455Cn + 3.1759010C3n) + p¯2(3.592574 +−5.412398C2n +−2.3096014C4n)
+p¯3(−1.346898Cn +−4.6153812C3n) + p¯4(−1.942607 + 4.4194712C2n +−8.0147016C4n)
+C7L((9.96452
0 + 3.700005C2n +−6.5538811C4n) + p¯(−1.297546Cn +−3.2069310C3n) + p¯2(−6.206694 + 8.033999C2n + 6.6087613C4n)
+p¯3(2.293188Cn +−4.0835612C3n) + p¯4(3.895667 +−1.0293513C2n + 2.4735517C4n)
+C9L((−7.479920 + 5.831745C2n + 2.9975911C4n) + p¯(6.153375Cn + 1.1526410C3n) + p¯2(3.591584 +−7.285709C2n + 9.2825313C4n)
+p¯3(−1.196948Cn + 6.8581412C3n) + p¯4(−2.428687 + 7.0138412C2n +−1.8609817C4n))
(26)
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δso−yaw = CL((1.46900−1 +−2.180555C2n +−1.8040910C4n) + p¯(−1.429963Cn +−4.738659C3n)
+p¯2(−6.335012 + 9.339526C2n +−1.7507012C4n) + p¯3(−2.295637Cn + 1.4055112C3n) + p¯4(−8.650254 +−6.1389610C2n + 2.3650515C4n)
+C3L((−1.591801 + 9.546565C2n + 1.8510011C4n) + p¯(−9.605694Cn + 4.4777910C3n)
+p¯2(−2.292553 + 2.050188C2n + 1.5935012C4n) + p¯3(2.212398Cn +−1.4464113C3n) + p¯4(2.791566 + 3.2754911C2n +−1.6260316C4n)
+C5L((1.46884
1 + 5.076245C2n +−7.0725711C4n) + p¯(4.423915Cn +−1.5637711C3n)
+p¯2(2.455394 +−5.832369C2n + 1.6301814C4n) + p¯3(−8.081058Cn + 5.4172913C3n) + p¯4(−1.693067 + 7.2516011C2n +−8.6352914C4n)
+C7L((9.12996
0 +−4.612036C2n + 1.0952612C4n) + p¯(−6.224795Cn + 2.2705811C3n)
+p¯2(−4.925754 + 1.5550410C2n +−4.6091914C4n) + p¯3(1.21359Cn +−8.3692613C3n) + p¯4(3.238827 +−3.5271312C2n + 7.4629416C4n)
+C9L((−1.185591 + 3.668926C2n +−5.8454911C4n) + p¯(2.658385Cn +−1.1630411C3n)
+p¯2(2.806314 +−1.0954110C2n + 3.2498714C4n) + p¯3(−6.406418Cn + 4.5098713C3n) + p¯4(−1.964497 + 2.8347512C2n +−6.6734616C4n))
(27)
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δai = ((−3.360613C1n + 2.209007C3n + p¯(−5.276701 + 3.465396C2n) + p¯2(9.084644C1n + 8.099839C3n + p¯3(−4.388283 +−2.771718C2n)
+C2L((2.10560
4C1n +−4.128378C3n + p¯(−2.715892 +−4.144027C2n) + p¯2(−1.724306C1n +−1.6312610C3n + p¯3(9.026944 + 6.686679C2n)
+C4L((−7.636494C1n + 1.717829C3n + p¯(6.212032 + 1.176348C2n) + p¯2(3.399236C1n + 1.2192411C3n + p¯3(−5.047645 +−2.0475010C2n)
+C6L((1.12453
5C1n +−2.475129C3n + p¯(−1.076623 +−7.118587C2n) + p¯2(4.766246C1n +−5.3295111C3n + p¯3(1.117866 + 1.954459C2n)
+C8L((−5.796574C1n + 1.163549C3n + p¯(6.002952 +−2.177307C2n) + p¯2(−7.997526C1n + 4.9787911C3n + p¯3(−7.669775 + 1.7703610C2n)
(28)
δam = ((7.26447
2C1n +−2.208407C3n + p¯(5.18831 +−3.280406C2n) + p¯2(−9.009174C1n + 2.199248C3n + p¯3(−1.528223 + 4.061238C2n)
+C2L((−5.420313C1n + 2.3170878C3n + p¯(−2.341061 + 2.942337C2n) + p¯2(8.628045C1n +−1.2426310C3n + p¯3(8.030262 +−4.025229C2n)
+C4L((1.94253
4C1n +−8.544128C3n + p¯(9.830851 +−1.011218C2n) + p¯2(−3.518496C1n + 3.2931310C3n + p¯3(1.353844 + 1.1189310C2n)
+C6L((−2.884894C1n + 1.259319C3n + p¯(−1.215762 + 1.408908C2n) + p¯2(5.332316C1n + 3.048269C3n + p¯3(−4.200524 +−9.506029C2n)
+C8L((1.48122
4C1n +−6.437558C3n + p¯(3.505491 +−7.005317C2n) + p¯2(−2.919396C1n +−3.5562610C3n + p¯3(2.201004 + 1.051809C2n)
(29)
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δao = ((−1.188792C1n + 2.983447C3n + p¯(5.308881 + 4.737496C2n) + p¯2(1.257744C1n +−1.926989C3n + p¯3(4.490473 +−6.034268C2n)
+C2L((2.19296
3C1n +−2.545778C3n + p¯(1.522762 +−4.093697C2n) + p¯2(−8.918985C1n + 1.6557410C3n + p¯3(−3.300234 + 5.304539C2n)
+C4L((−7.390103C1n + 8.670748C3n + p¯(−4.427662 + 1.514808C2n) + p¯2(4.738796C1n +−6.0445010C3n + p¯3(1.523405 +−1.6055710C2n)
+C6L((1.11439
4C1n +−1.288859C3n + p¯(6.661002 +−2.443668C2n) + p¯2(−1.032167C1n + 1.1860911C3n + p¯3(−3.086915 + 2.2477510C2n)
+C8L((−5.70563C1n + 6.883668C3n + p¯(−3.213442 + 1.407628C2n) + p¯2(7.363546C1n +−7.6760510C3n + p¯3(2.200675 +−1.1572010C2n)
(30)
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Appendix C. Flight Simulation Plots
There are five iterations of the simulation:
1. Results from raw control input data
2. Results without bias in control input data
3. Results with Least Squares Approach Design I: Segment C thrust model
4. Results with the Static Approach: MotorCalc thrust model
5. Results with the Static Approach: VCCW thrust model
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Figure 50: This is the first iteration of the simulation for Segment A. The blue shows the simulation data and the orange shows
the actual flight data. The results use the raw control input data. There are all the flight characteristics: u, v, w, p, q, r, φ, θ,
and ψ.
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Figure 51: This is the first iteration of the simulation for Segment B. The blue shows the simulation data and the orange shows
the actual flight data. The results use the raw control input data. There are all the flight characteristics: u, v, w, p, q, r, φ, θ,
and ψ.
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Figure 52: This is the first iteration of the simulation for the Segment C. The blue shows the simulation data and the
orange shows the actual flight data. The results use the raw control input data. There are all the flight characteristics:
u, v, w, p, q, r, φ, θ, and ψ.
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Figure 53: This is the first iteration of the simulation for Segment D. The blue shows the simulation data and the orange shows
the actual flight data. The results use the raw control input data. There are all the flight characteristics: u, v, w, p, q, r, φ, θ,
and ψ.
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Figure 54: This is the second iteration of the simulation for Segment A. The blue shows the simulation data and the orange
shows the actual flight data. There was an input bias on the aileron, elevator and rudder. However, the elevator bias was
too drastic. This iteration removes the bias for the aileron and rudder.
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Figure 55: This is the second iteration of the simulation for Segment B. The blue shows the simulation data and the orange
shows the actual flight data. There was an input bias on the aileron, elevator and rudder. However, the elevator bias was
too drastic. This iteration removes the bias for the aileron and rudder.
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Figure 56: This is the second iteration of the simulation for Segment C. The blue shows the simulation data and the orange
shows the actual flight data. There was an input bias on the aileron, elevator and rudder. However, the elevator bias was
too drastic. This iteration removes the bias for the aileron and rudder.
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Figure 57: This is the second iteration of the simulation for the Segment D. The blue shows the simulation data and the
orange shows the actual flight data. There was an input bias on the aileron, elevator and rudder. However, the elevator bias
was too drastic. This iteration removes the bias for the aileron and rudder.
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Figure 58: This is the third iteration of the simulation for Segment A. The blue shows the simulation data and the orange
shows the actual flight data. This simulation uses the Least Squares Approach Design I: Segment C thrust model.
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Figure 59: This is the third iteration of the simulation for Segment B. The blue shows the simulation data and the orange
shows the actual flight data. This simulation uses the Least Squares Approach Design I: Segment C thrust model.
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Figure 60: This is the third iteration of the simulation for Segment C. The blue shows the simulation data and the orange
shows the actual flight data. This simulation uses the Least Squares Approach Design I: Segment C thrust model.
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Figure 61: This is the third iteration of the simulation for the Segment D. The blue shows the simulation data and the
orange shows the actual flight data. This simulation uses the Least Squares Approach Design I: Segment C thrust model.
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Figure 62: This is the fourth iteration of the simulation for Segment A. The blue shows the simulation data and the orange
shows the actual flight data. This simulation uses the MotorCalc static thrust model.
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Figure 63: This is the fourth iteration of the simulation for Segment B. The blue shows the simulation data and the orange
shows the actual flight data. This simulation uses the MotorCalc static thrust model.
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Figure 64: This is the fourth iteration of the simulation for Segment C. The blue shows the simulation data and the orange
shows the actual flight data. This simulation uses the MotorCalc static thrust model.
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Figure 65: This is the fourth iteration of the simulation for the Segment D. The blue shows the simulation data and the
orange shows the actual flight data. This simulation uses the MotorCalc static thrust model.
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Figure 66: This is the fifth iteration of the simulation for Segment A. The blue shows the simulation data and the orange
shows the actual flight data. This simulation uses the VCCW static thrust model.
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Figure 67: This is the fifth iteration of the simulation for Segment B. The blue shows the simulation data and the orange
shows the actual flight data. This simulation uses the VCCW static thrust model.
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Figure 68: This is the fifth iteration of the simulation for Segment C. The blue shows the simulation data and the orange
shows the actual flight data. This simulation uses the VCCW static thrust model.
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Figure 69: This is the fifth iteration of the simulation for the Segment D. The blue shows the simulation data and the orange
shows the actual flight data. This simulation uses the VCCW static thrust model.
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